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REPORT

GEOLOGICAL AND GROUND-WATER INVESTIGATION

PROPOSED SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

NE.%R MORRIS, ILLINOIS

FOR

THE GENERAL ELECTRiC COMPANY

ABSTRACT

A surface and subsurface geological investigation

was conducted near Morris, Illinois for the General Electric

Company to evaluate ti-e stratigraphy, structure and ground-

water cnditions for the proposed spent fuel storage facil-

ity. The field investigations consisted of seismic refrac-

tion surveys, soil and rock core drilling, pressure tsting,

installation of piezometers, trenching, and a geological

reconnaissance of the areas surrounding the site.

The main structures present within the site area

are: (1) a northwest trending fault, (2) a system of joints

with two dominant trends, northwest and northeast, and (3) a

southeastward plunging anticline. The joints range in

character from closed to solution-enlarged with clay, silt,

and sand fill.

The solution-enlarged joints range in width from 2

inches to approximately 10 feet, are normally less than 2

feet in width, and appear to decrease in width with depth.



It was concluded that Zaulttrng at the Morris site

is not capable because:

1. Thco spatial relationships observed in the

Pennsylvanian deposits can only be explained

it they were deposited after faulting.

2. The trends of faulting, folding, and jointing

correspond to the regional trends and struc-

tures which formed during the Paleoroic..

3. Ito faulted Pennsylanian deposits are present

in areas near the site where faulting has

been projected and postulated.

The permeability within the Fort Atkinson Lime-

stone is quite variable but generally decreases with depth

to less than 100 feet per year. The Scales Shale has variable

but generally quite low permeabilities of less than 5

feet per year. The Scales Shalt appears to serve ASb an

effective aquitard between the Fort Atkinson Limestone and

talena Dolomite. The upper Galena Dolomite at the site has

generally low permeabilities of less than 5 feet per year.

The piezometric surface within the Fort Atkinson

Limestone parallels the iround surface and reacts very

readily to precipitation. The piezotnetric level within the

Scales Shale appears to parallel the Fort Atkinson Lime-

stone; however, piezometers in the Scales Shale react more

slowly to precipitation. The site invertigation indicated

that the piezometric level within the Galcniv wan at least 20
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feet below the Galena-Scales contact. The regional ground-

water pattern and usage indicate that the piezometric level

within the Galena will probably remain below this level for

the life of the proposed facility.
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INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

This report presents the results of the geo-

physical, geologic, and ground-water investigations per-

formed by Daues & Moore for the proposed spent fuel stor-

age facility near Morris, TIllaioln. The area of investi-

gation is immediately east and southeast of the existing

platnt structures in the southeast % of Section 35, Township

34 North, Range 8 East, in Grundy County, Illinais (Figure

1, in pocket). The purpose of these investigations was to

document site geology for inclusion in the Preliminary

Safety Analysis Report (PSAR}.

The scope of these studies includes:

1. Evaluation of faulting which exists

within the present plant ^rea, both

known and inferred, to dqternine if

it extends southeast into the area

of investigation.

2. Determination of other faults that

may be present within the area of

investigation.

3. Definition of the locations and

characteristics of these faults.

4. Evaluation of criteria necessary to

date movement of these faults and

utilization of these criterie to

date the fau1ts;.
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5. Evaluation of the existing ground-

water regime in the area.

Dazes £ Moore's field investigationr consisted of

seismic refraction, soil and rock core drilling, borehole

water pressure testing, piezometer installation, trenching,

and a geologic reconnaissance of the area surrounding the

site. The locations at which these field investigations

were conducted are shown on Figure 1. The data acquired

from the investigations form the basis of the conclusions

presented herein.

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

A northwe3t-trending fault southwest of the

existing Main Process Building was originally identified by

Dames & Mocre from borings made for a foundation investiga-

tion in 1967. Another northwest-trending fault was inferred

in 1971 during the investigation for the effectiveness of

drainage wells. This fault was inferred from data obtained

during installation of the water well about 80 feet east of

the administration building (approximate plant coordinates

S320, E375). The inference of the fault was based on the

driller's log which picked thc top of the Galena Group at a

depth of 151 feet, approximately 65 feet lower than antici-

pated. A review of the driller's log showed the elevation

picked wits the depth at which casing had been set. The
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driller's loc also stated that, from 35 to 151 feet, shale

and dolomite were encotntered. The information available on

this log indicates only that the top of the Galena Group is

no lower than 151 feet. Review of all inforration gained

from this investigation offers no evidence of this fault.

Review of other driller', logs on file at the Illinois State

Geological Survey also show no evidence of this fault existing.

It is, therefore, our op4nion that the fault inferred in 1971

does not exist.

The northwest-trending fault was studied in detail

by Dames & Moore in 1974, at which time the fault was shown

to have an offset of 35 to 40 feet with the southwest side

dropped down in relation to the northeast Aide. It was

concluded that the most probable time of faulting was be-

tween late Ordovician and early Pennsylvanian time.

Some of the data presented in previous Dames &

Moore reports is used in this report for supportive evi-

dence. These reports are:

1. Report
Site Evaluation Study
Phase I - Part 1
Proposed Dresden Unit 2
Grundy County, Illinois
For the General Electric Company
Dated: April 13, 1965

2. Report of Foundation Investigation
Proposed FRO Plant Project Near
Morris, Grundy County, Illinois
For the General Electric Company
Dated: December 13, 1967.
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3. Report
Subsurf tce Water Investigation
PRO Plant Projeqct
Morris, Illinois
Fluor P.O. 4204-0-014
For the General Electric Company
Dated: February 25, 1970

4. Report of Drainage Well Putmping T 'sts
PRO Plant Project
Near Morrisi Illinois
For the General Electric (.mpany
Dated: Jaiwvary 11, '971

5. Report
Fault Investigation at the
Midwest Fuel ReptocessinyJ Plant
Near Morris, Illinois
For the General Electric CompAny
Dated: October 1, 1974

Additional information was drawn from other

Dames A Moore studies conducted in suriounding areas.

INVESTIGATION PROCEDU tE.(i

SEISMIC Rt:FRACTION SURVEY

The purposes of the seismic refraction survey

were: 1) to evaluate the compreF3ioral wave velocities of

the bedrock and thu material overlying bedrock# 2) to

determine deoths to thea various seismic velocity units

underlying the site, and 3) to locate any anomalies thal.

might exi.rst wtithin the proposed plant site.

Thi field work for the refraction study was per-

fo^cmed betueen May 12 and May 1', 1975. The field crew

consisted of one Dames & Moore 7eophysicist, a licensed

powderman, and a helper. The survey consisted of three



scismic refraction lines utilizing gceophone spacings of

10, 1S, and 25 feet and one deteiJed refraction line, all

of which were conducted at the locations shown on Figure 1.

In addition, three c2tailerl weathering refraction profiles

with geuphone spacing of 5 and 10 feet were conducted.

awo of the profiles were conducted. along Refraction Line

2 between Stations 4+00 and 8+00, and one was conducted

along Refraction Line 3 between Stations 6+00 and 7+00.

The detailed profiling was conducted to establish velocity

cot trol within the surface weathervd zone. and to further

define any anomalous zones. Total footage for the survey

was 5200 lineal feit. The refraction lines arc presented

on Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The seismic energy used for the survey was pro-

duced by detonation of Lxplosive charges placed in shallow,

hand-augered holes at depths of 0 to 4 feet. All shot

holes were stemmed and tpmped with soil where feasible.

The energy released by the detonation of the ex-

plnsive charges was detected by vertically oriented (eoG-

phones having a naturale frequency of 14 hertz, The .:wo-

phones were coupled to the ground surface by bur,'ing each

geophcne at least 6 inches into the soil.

A basic geuophore and cable layout (spread) of

450 feet was used for the main lines. ShoU; whire normally

fired on the ends, lOC feel in from both 4Llds, and irt ILilt



middle of the spi.Bad. Exceptions to this shot location plan

were made when the shot point fell close to known man-made

structures or when it was deelned too close to the recording

truck.

The seismic energy detected by each geophone was

input to a 24-chai.nel SIE RA 44 Seismic Amplifier (serial

number 0710S), and recorded on an SIE R-6 Recording Oscillo-

graph (serial number 0722S). Timing calibrations were per-

formed using a WWV signal and 100 hertz bandpass filter.

Seismic energy from each shot was recorded by the oscillo-

graph on Kodak Direct Print Linograph paper.

DRILLING PROGRAM

The drilling program was started on May 19, 1975

and completed on June 27, 1375. Ten borings (B-101, 102,

103, 106, 107, 108, 110, 111, 112, 113) were initially

drilled to investigate subsurface geologic conditions and

the ground-water regime. Subsequent to identification of

anomalous zones, seven additional borings (B-114 to B-1.20)

were drilled to investigate structural relationships. The

drill rig and crew uere supplied by Raymond International,

Inc., Elk Grove Village, Illinois. Dames & Moore field

geologists directed and supervised the Zield operations.

The locations of the borings are shown on Figurer 1, Plot

Plan. A detailed descrition of the subsurface materials

encountered is presented in the following section and the

boring logs are presented on rigures 6 through 21.
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The shallow soil conditions at the site were

evaluated by logging cuttings from 4-inch solid flight

augers. Soil samples were obtAined using the Standard

Penetration Test procedures and by taking grab samples from

the augers. All soil was classified in the field in ac-

co-dance with the Unified Soil Classification System. All

soil samples obtained were stored in scaled glass bottles.

Rock samples were obtained utilizing NX wireline

core barrels 10 feet in length. For each core run, re-

covery and the ROD (rock quality desiqnation) were- deter-

mined. The percent recovery was calculated by dividing

the total -mount of core 3btained by the total length of

the core run. ROD was.determined by measuring all pieces of

core 4-inches or greater in length, sunuming this quantity

and dividing it by the total length of core run. All core

obtained was stored in wooden core boxes.

TRENCHING

Trenches were dug to; 1) investigate the possi-

bility of faulting along the major anomalous zones dis-

covered during the seismic refraction survey, 2) to inves-

tigate the possible southeastward extension of the north-

west-trending fault, and 3) to determine if any datable

material could be found overlying the fault. The trench

locations are shorn on Figure 1, Plot Plan. YLve initial

trenches were excavated before the drilling program wan
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initiated (Trenches T-1 through T-5). Trenches T-101

through T-123 were excavated June 2 through June 6, 1975

and Trenches T-201 to T-204 were excavated on June 23, 1975.

All trenches were backfilled on July 2, 1975.

The backhoe, capable of excavating to a depth

of 12 feet, and operator were supplied by Dale Starks

Construction, Morris, Illinois. Dames 6 Moore field geo-

logists directed and supervised the trenching and logged the

trenches. The analysis of data acquired from these trenches

is presented in the following section.

The conditions observed during the excavation of

the trenches can be divided into three general categories:

1) trenches or areas of trenches in which no features were

noted except the soil-rock interface and occasional closed

joints# 2) trenches or areas of trenches in which signifi-

cant anomalous features were exposedt and 3) trenches or

areas of trenches in which anomalous features were exposed

but are more clearly demonstrated in other trenches. The

locations at which all trenches were excavated are shown on

Pigure 1, Plot Plan. Table 1 lists all trenches excavated

during this stud; and the conditions encountered. Cross-

sections of selected portions of trenches are shown on

Pigures 22 through 36. Selected photographs of significant

features exposed in trenches are presented in Appendix A.
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TABLE 1

TABULATION OF TRENICHES

Conditions Obse:ved
Trench
Number

T-1

T-2

T-3

T-4

T-5

T-101

T-102

T-103

T-104

T-105

T-106

T-107

T-108

T-109

T-11CA

T-110B

T-110C

T-1 10xD

T-111

T-112

T-113

T-114

T-115

T-116

No significant features

No significant features

No significant features

Pennsylvanian sandstone overlying Fort Atkinson
Limestone

Till, Fort Atkinson Limestone and Scales Shale.
Glacial ice removed large blocks of Fort Atkinson,
and till was deposited in contact with both Fort
Atkinson and Scales.

Two solutioned joints and joint fill (Figure 22)

One solutioned joint and joint fill (Figure 23)
No significant features

Solutioned joint and joint fill

Solutioned joint and joint fill

Solutioned joint and joint fill

No significant features

Two small solutioned joints and

No significant features

Two solutioned joints and joint

Two solutioned joints and joint

One small solutioned joint and

(Figure 24)

(Figure 25)

(Figure 26)

joint fill.

fill (Figure

fill (Figure

joint fill

27)

28)

Solutioned joint and joint fill (Figure 29)

Three solutioned joints and joint fill shown
in Figure 30 from Station 24 to 55. Other
swall joints with fill at Station: 1+12; 1+17;
1+34; 1+56; 3+32; and 3+36

No significant features

No significant features

One small solutioned joint and joint fill

No significant features

No significant features
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Trench
Number Conditions Otserved

T-117 One small solutioned joint with joint fill

T-118 Two solutioned joints with joint fill (Figure 31)

T-119 No significant features

T-120 Northwest trending fault (Figure 32)

T-121 No significant features

T-122 Till, Fort Atkinson Limestone and Scales Shale.
Glacial ice removed large blocks of Fort
Atkinson, and till was deposited in contact
with Fort Atkinson and Scales.

T-123 Till, Fort Atkinson Limustone, and Scales Shale.
Glacial ice removed large blocks of Fort
Atkinson, and till was deposited in Lontact
with Fort Atkinson and Scales.

T-201 Till, and Brainard Shale (Figures 33 and 41)

T-202 Fracture zone in Fort Atkinson (Figure 34)

T-203 Northwest trending fault (Figure 35)

T-204 Pennsylvanian sandstone overlying Fort Atkinson
Limestone (Figure 36)
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The edges of filled joints were quite irregular

and the joints appeared to narrow with depth. All trenches

were dug to a depth of 12 feet or to refusal. Refusal

along most of the filled joints was due to narrowing of

the joints with depth.

On June 11, 1975, geologists from the Illinis

State Geological Survey (Mr. Paul B. DuMontelle, Dr. John

P. Kempton, and Mr. Michael L. Sargent) met with repre-

sentatives of Dames S Moore and Bechtel to make a detailed

inspection of the trenches. Samples were collected in the

trenches and analyzed by Illinois State Geological Survey

personnel. A letter describing the results of their visit

is presented in Appendix C.

The exact locations of borings, trenches, and

seismic lines were surveyed by George Reiter are Associates,

Joliet, Illinois.

GROUND-WATER INVESTIGATION

Eight of the initial borings (9-101, 102, 103,

106, 110, 111, 112, and 113) were pressure tested and

piezometers were installed. Pressure testing was done

using air inflatable packers with both double-packer, 10-

foot spacing, and single-packer, variable spacing. The

borings were tested using an initial pressure of 10 pounds

per square inch (psi). When possible, borings were tested

14



using 3 pressures: 10 psi, s psi per foot of depth (approxi-

*mately h overburden pressure), and 1 psi per foot of depth

(approximately overburden pressure).

Prior to performing the pressure testing, all

gauges used were calibrated by B&B Instruments, Inc.,

Hammond, Indiana. A friction loss calibration curve was

determined in the field by names & Moore personnel and was

used to correct for friction loss in the equipment during

the tests. The results of the tests are presented on the

boring logs as X, premeability in feet per yea,,which was

computed according to the following formula.

X An ; - Loge (A")

where H differential head of water

0 - constant rate of a flow into the borehole

L length of hole tested

R = radius of the borehole

The values obtained frcon the maximum testing pressure were

used to calculate the permeabilities presented herein.

After pressure testing, piezoieters were in-

stalled using 1-inch ID, rigid PVC pil.e with the slotted

intervals consisting of slots spaced 6 inches apart on

alternate sides of the pipe.

In borings that had piezometers placed at the bottom

of the hole (B-l0l, B-103, B-11O, B-lll, and B-113), the PVC

pipe was lowtered to the bottom of She hole and pea gravel

15



dropped down the hole until a sounding line indicated the

hole had been br 1ckfilled to the required depLh. The pea

gravel was then covered by a sand cap at least 1 foot

thick as measured by the sounding line after which, ex-

cept in Boring B-11O, a tremie pipe was lowered down

the hole and a grout and bentonite slurry was placed from

the top of the sand cap to the rock surf ace by the tremie

method. In Boring B-llO, a bentonite cap l½ feet thick was

placed above the sand cap prior to placement of the grout

and bentonite slurry. In Borings B-102, B-106, and B-112

the hole was backfilled with pea gravel to below the zone

to be instrumented. After the hole was backfilled, a sand

cap, at least 1 foot thick, as measured by the sounding line,

was placed, followed by a bentonite plug at least 5h feet

thick which was placed by dropping bentonite balls down the

boring and measuring the thickness by a sounding line. The

piezometers were then installed by the same method described

previously. A 5-inch steel stand pipe w.th a ventilated,

screw-on cap was installed at the rock surface to provide

protection for the pezometer tubing. The location of the

borings with peizometers is shown on Figure 1 and the interval

in which the piezometer was installed is shown on the boring

log u (Figures 6 to 21).
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SITE GEOLOGY

GENERAL SURPACE CONDITIONS

Topography - The proposed spent fuel storage

facility is located about 1 mile south of the Illinois

River and about 3 mile west of the Kankakee River. The

site lies on a relatively high area about 30 feet above

normal pool level in the Kankakee Riverl, and between

the floodplains of the two rivers. The topography of the

area is gently rolling and generally reflects the bedrock

structure and lithology. The land surface slopes gently

to the east with poorly developed and integrated drainage.

Soils are generally well drainedl howevere as the

water table is near the surface and generally parallels

the bedrock topography, low areas are marshy. Soil and over-

burden deposits range from 0 to a few feet in thickness

with a maximum thickness of about 10 feet just west of the

fault. Within the area of the proposed facility the

soil is generally less than 2 feet thick. Vegetation

consists mainly of grasses with a few small trees located

along fence lines.

SEISMIC REJERACTION SURVEY

Analysis - Compressional wave velocities of the

various subsurface seismic units were evaluated by plotting

17



the first arrival times of the seismic energy at each

geophone from the seismic energy source. The resultant

time-distance plots and the corresponding cross-section

are shown on Figures 2 through 5. These figures represent

an interpretation based on all data developed in this study,

including determinations from time intercept and delay

time analysis, detailed refraction spreads, trenching.

shot hole, and geologic borehole information. Geologic

data, however, are not presented on the geophysical

cross-sections.

Analysis of all lines except Stations 9+00 to

13+50 of Line 1 were performed using ground surface as a

datum. For Stations 9+00 to 13+50, Line lo the time-dis-

tance data was corrected to a straight line datum. This

datum was p-ojected from the ground surface at the end-shot

point to the ground surface at the opposite end-shot point.

The straight line datum used on the profile is illustrated

on the right side of Figure 2.

Computations of depths '.o identifiable velocity

interfaces were made using time-intercept wilution methods

at each shot point. A complete discussion of tt'e detail i

of this method may be found in Dobrin (1952) and Knox

(1967).
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A delay time analysis was performed on all ap-

plicable time-distance data following the basic procedures

discussed by Gardner (1967). Delay times were computed

for all reversed common refractor coveraqe.

The methodology utilized in the interpretation is

in accordance with the Dames & Moore Manual of Geophysical

Practices.

in terms

Unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

Results - The following discussion is presented

of units defined by their seismic velocities:

Seismic Velocity
Range

Description

Unweathered Fort Atkinson

Slightly weathered Fort
Atkinson

Saturated, moderately to
extremely weathered Fort
Atkinson and saturated sands
and clays

Saturated till and joint fill
material

Unsaturated, moderately
weathered Fort Atkinson

Unsaturated topsoil

(feet per second)

14600 - 15000

7400 - 9300

4800 - 5800

3900 - 4200

2800 - 3600

450 - 1850

Seismic Velocity - Unit Po. 1

The main refractor unit at the site was identified

as unwathered Fort Atkinson Limestone. This unit had a

seismic velocity ranging from 14,600 to 15,000 feet per
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second (fps). The surface is irregular as a result of

surface weathering. The unit was identified everywhere ex-

cept along Refraction Line WI. Along Line WI the lengths

of the individual profiles were only 150 feet and it was

not possible to map the top of Unit 1.

Seismic velocity - Unit 2

The material overlying Unit 1 along the northern

segment of Line 3 was defined by apparent velocities

ranging from 7400 to 9300 fps. The same velocity range

was also observed as the main refractor along Refraction

ine WI (Figure 5). Along the entire length of Line WI

the top of this unit was observed at elevations ranging from

518 to 523 feet. On Line 3 this unit was detected at

comparable elevations and is only present north of Station

10+00. Trenching along this segment of Line 3 revealed

jointed Fort Atkinson Limestone within inches of the sur-

face. Therefore Unit 2 was interpreted as relatively

unweathered Fort Atkinson Limestone. This unit grades into

the more weathered limestone defined as Unit 3.

Seismic Velocity - Unit 3

In most areas the unit overlying Unit 1 was re-

presented by velocities ranging from 4800 to 5800 fps.

The top of this unit correlated to within 2 fnet of what

was interpreted as moderately to extremely weathered and
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jointed Fort Atkinson Limestone. Exceptions to this were

the soutiwestern ends o: Refrac'Zion Li~aes 1 and 2 where

approximately the last 300 feet of both line- "re south-

west of the fault shouit on Figure 1 (in pockrnt). Here the

material overlying Unit , also had velocity values ranging

from 3000 to 6000 fps but was interpreted as saturated,

unconrcoldated clays and sands 1titl some weathered Fort

Atkinson.

Seismic Velocity - U-!t 4

A fourth unit was Aefined along Refraction Line

3 at Stations 1+50 to 4+6_. This unit has velocities

ranjing from 3900 to 4200 fps, is at the intersect 4on of

several joints, and was geologically interpreted to

consist of saturated and semi-cmnsolidated sandstones

mi.ed with silty clays, overlain by 3 to 4 feet of till.

This unit was not refired anywhere else in the r.urvr j.

Seismic Velocity - Unit 3

Along the entire length of Refrac.ion Line W1,

the unit overlying On .t 2 was represented by velocities

ranging !x= 2800 to 3600 fps. This unit was interpreted

as unsaturated, moderately weathered hurt Atkinson Lime-

stone.

Seismic Velocity - Unit 6

klong the three mait ref.acticn lines, a thin

layer of topsoil was defined by seismic velocities ranginq
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from 450 to 1850 Eps. The sections of Line 3 displaying a

low velocity layer of 2100 fps represented a combination

of two seismic layers consisting of unsaturated soil and

weathered Fort Atkinson Liimestone. A velocity discrimina-

tion between the two units could not be observed due to the

the recording interval an1d thinness of the layers.

P long Refraction Line WI a closer geophone spacing

of 5 and 10 feet was employed to allow better definition

of the near-surface materials (Figure 5). The zone has an

average thi.kness of 2 feet except between Stations 1+80

and 2+80, where it was too thin to determine or did not

exist. However, some velocity variations were observed

within this uni.,. From qtationr 0+00 through 3+40 this

unit was defined by velocities ranging from 1050 to 1400

fps. From Stations 3+40 through 4+80 the velocity de-

creases frcrn 700 to 450 fps (Figure 5). Between Stations

4+80 and 5+45 the velocity of the near-surface zone in-

creasps again to 900 Eps then decreases back to 450 fps

between Stations 5+45 to b+00. The fast setsion of the

near-surface zone was defined on the time distance plot

(Figure 5) between Stations 4+80 and 5+45 by a series of

early travel time arrivals. This was not interpreted as

a variation in the main refractor because the change of

velocity in the near-surface material noted at the shot
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point accounts for the apparent early arrivals. All com-

puZ.ed depths correlated well with geologic and trenching

information.

Discussion - Anomalies defined by apparent arrival

time delays were used as a basis for preliminary location of

geologic trenches (Figure 1, in pocket). These apparent

anomalies on Seismic Refraction Lines 1, 2, and 3 are illus-

trated on the Reismic cross-sections by dashed lines repre-

senting the location and extent of an anomaly. In most cases

the anomalies were defined by localized, solution-widened

joints filled with clayey silt and some sandstone inter-

mixed, and bounded by weathered Fort Atkinson. These joints

ranged in width from 2 inches to an much as 10 feet such as

that fouind on Line 3 near Station 2+75. Changes in the

apparent seismic velocities as seen on e.ther side of the

anomalies (Figures 2, 3, and 4) were interpreted as changes

in slope due to differential weathering near the anomnlalies.

other anomalies in the time-distance plots, notably along

Line 1 between Stations 1+50 and 2+50 and along Line 2

between Stations 4+50 and 5+50, were interpreted as near

surface erosional and topographic anomalies less than 5

feet deep. At Station 1+00 along Line 2 a thickened soil

layer similar to that found at Station 7+00 on the same line

was identified. The series of early travel time arrivals at

Stations 11+30 and 11+40 on Line 2 (Figure 3) were due to
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stream erosion of the topsoil and an apparent high water

table at that point.

The major feature encountered in the refraction

lines was the fault that intersected both Refraction Lines

1 and 2 in the vicinity of Station 10+00. Time-distance

date depicted this feature between Stations 9+75 and 11+25

on Line 1 and between Stations 10+00 and 10+60 on Line 2

(Figures 2 and 3).

It must be noted that, at several locations,

especially at the ends of the profiles, some arrival times

were delayed because previous shots near the surface dis-

turbed the soil. Since shot holes were hand dug, these

incidents were too numerous to label on the time distance

plots except in a few cases. Based on a comparison of

apparent late travel times from all shr-ts and the o;der of

shooting, these delays (apparent anomalies) were easily

differentiated from true anomalies.

At shot point 9+00 on both Seismic Refraction

Lines 1 and 2 apparent arrival time delays were observed

for the southwesterly shot (Figures 2 and 3). These delayed

arrival times probably represent refractions from the

shallow, weathered, fault debris.

All calculated depth values based on refraction

data have an overall accuracy of + 10 percent.
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SITE STRATIGRAPHY

The stratigraphy at the site was determined from

17 test borings and 32 trenches. In addition to this work,

9 test borings were drilled and 4 trenches excavated in

1974 (see Dames & Moore report dated October 1, 1974),

and 10 test borings were drilled in 1967 (see Dames &

Moore report dated December 13, 1967). The locations of

these borings and trenches are shown on Figure 1, Plot

Plan (in pocket). Dames & Moore reports dated February 25,

1970, and January 11, 1971 wore also used, but the locations

of the borings drilled during the studies are not shown on

Figure 1. The boring logo for this investigation are shown

on Figures 6 to 21 and a description of conditions encountered

in each trench is presented in Table 1. The cross-sections

for selected trenches excavated during the present study are

shown on Figures 22 to 36. A site stratigraphic column is

presented on Figure 37.

Unconsolidated Materials - The borings and trenches

revealed that approximately 1 to 2 feet of soil overlies

an undulating, erosional, bedrock surface. This soil

generally consists of 3 to 6 inches of dark brown to black

clayey silt topsoil with some sand and occasional inclusions

of extremely weathered limestone, sandstone, and glacial
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B-118, and B-119. In Trench T-120 the till was coarse tex-

tured with low clay content in the matrix and appeared to

have beeon reworked by running water. In Trenches T-106,

T-l1OA, T-llOB, T-lIOC, T-llOD, and T-l18, a 1-foot layer

of till mixed with colluviun and loess overlies the till.

The spatial relationships observed at the site

are complex, but can be explained in terms of glacial

erosion, deposition, and post-glacial erosion. Evidence

for glacial plucking was found in the north ends of Trenches

T-5, T-122, and T-123, where till was found in nearly ver-

tical contact with both the Fort Atkinson Limestone and the

underlying Scales Shale. The ice apparently removed large

blocks of bedrock and till was later deposited. Also,

plucking probably occurred along the fault where resistant

limestone was exposed on the east side of the fault and where

less resistant shale, clay, limestone rubble, and sandstone

were exposed on the west side of the fault. This is evidenced

in Trenches T-120 and T-iO3 where till is found overlying

shale on the wast side of the fault and in near-vertical

contact with the limeitone at the fault. This appears to

indicate that the less resistant material was easier for

the ice to remove than the more resistant limestone.

Southeast along the fault traces undisturbed till is found

overlying the fracture zone in Trench T-202 and overlying

the fault (as identified from borings B-118 and B-119) below

Trench T-201.
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Till is discontinuously found south of Boring

B-112 and on the downthrown side (southwest) of the fault.

Another small body of till was found in the extreme north-

western corner of the site (Trenches T-5, T-122, and T-123).

Very little till is found on the higher limestone surface

.orth of Coring 112, where it has apparently been removed

by erosion.

The site, in its position near the junction of

the Kankakee and Illinois rivers, was in a vulnerable posi-

tion for flooding and scouring during the hankakee Flood

and during the draining of Lake Chicago through the Illinois

Rive: (both events are late Wisconsinan in age). Thus, the

till that remains at the site is located in low, protected

areas which were niot susceptible to erosion during these events.

A wedge of medium-dense, brownisab-yellow and gray

silty clay and limestone rubble, directly underlying Pennsyl-

vanian sandstone, was found on the downthrown side of the

fault during the 1974 investigation (Trench ATr-2, Figure 38).

According to the Illinois State Geological Survey mineral

analyses, the clays are almost 100 percent illite. The

clay contains 25 to 75 percent angular limestone fidgments,

that vary fromi less than 1 inch to 1 foot in diameter, with

the average size being less than 3 inches. Occasional

fossil fragments were found. The rubble varied randomly

throughout its exposures in clay, silt, and limestone con-

tent, in color, and in compaction from loose to dense. For
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example, in any exposure, one small area may have been a

brownish-yellow, loose silt with 50 percent small limestone

frigments, while immediately adjacent to that, it would

consist of a gray silty clay with 25 percent angular lime-

stone cobbles. The silty clay and limestone rubble unit has

its greatest thickness adjacent to the downthrown aide

of the fault, but the fault did not appear to cut or offset

the rubble. This rubble, a regolith developed before

deposition of the Pennsylvanian sediments, was found in

Trenches AT-1, AT-2, and AT-3 and in Boring A-2 during

the 1974 investigation (Figure 1, Plot Plan).

A similar type of rubble material was found dur-

ing the present investigation in two different modes of

occurrence, and in both cases this material was also

overlain by Pennsylvanian sandstone. Xn Trench T-204

(Figure 36) about 2 feet of silty clay and limestone rubble

occurs between the Fort Atkinson Limestone below and the

Pennsylvanian sandstone above. Here the sandstone exhibits

an onlap relationship with the underlying rubble (younger

beds overlapping successive beds onto older rocks), in-

dicating transgressive deposition wer a highly weathered

and eroded surface. The rubble was apparently derived from

the underlying Fort Atkinson Limestone, as it contains

limestone frag.ments and abundant Fort Atkinson-type fossil

fragments. The lower contact is gradational with a unit

about 1 foot in thickness of highly weathered Fort Atkinson



Limestone that still exhibits weak bedding. Underlying

this unit is moderately weathered Fort Atkinson Limestone.

In the second mode of occurrence, the rubble

material was found as joint fill material in solution-

widened joints. This material consists of bluish-gray

to gray silty clay, clayey silt, siltstone, and argillaceous

siltstone (depending on the degree of induration), with

occasional fine sandy zones and weathered limestone fragments.

The material is generally laminated and at the contact with

the solutioned limestone surface the laminations are wavy

and parallel to the limestone surface. Generally, the

material is finer grained (silty clays) at the contact with

limestone and grades outward to the center of the solution-

widened joint to silts and siltstones with some fine sand.

The fill was found in Trenches T-101, T-102# T-104, T-105,

T-106, T-108s T-llOA, T-110B, T-LIOC, T-1100, T-111, and

T-118.

In Trench T-106 (Figure 26) a cut-and-fill Pen-

nsylvanian sandstone overlies the clayey silts and silty

clays. Sandstones are also present in various relationships

with the fill material in Trenches T-101, T-102, T-lOD, and

E-s184

The joint fill material, the rubble underlyin9

the sandstone in Trench T-204, and the wedge of limestone-

silty clay rubble southwest of the fault, all represent

a regolith material developed before the deposition of

Pennsylvanian sandstoner.
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Bedrock Units - The bedrock units encountered

in the borings and trenches are, in descending order: the

Spoon Formation (called Pottsville Sandstone in previous

reports) of Pennsylvanian age; Brainard Shale, Fort Atkinson

Limestone (referred to as the Divine Limestone in some

previous reports), and Scales Shale of the Ordovician-age

Maquoketa Groupi and, the Galena Group of Ordovician age.

1. Spoon ?ormdtion - The Spoon Formation at the

site is a light gray, fine to medlium-grained, thin to medium

bedded sandstone, which contains mica and some clay. During

the 1974 investigation, the Illinois State Geological Survey

analysis identified the clay as chiefly authigenic kaolinite

in composition. The sandstone is locally calcareous and is

generally iron stained along bedding planes and fracture.

rt is moderately to highly weathered and, in the southeast

end of Trench T-204, the upper 1 foot is completely weathered

to a loose sand.

in the Dames & Moore report dated October 1, 1974,

Pennsylvanian sandstones were only found on the southwest

(downthrown) side of the fault in Trenches AT-I, AT-2, AT-3,

and AT-4, and in Borings A-i, A-2, and A-6 (Figure 1, Plot

Plan, in pocket). in an earlier Dames & Moore investigation

(report dated December 13, 1967) sand was also identified on

the upthrown side of the fault in an auger boring drilled at

the present plant facility at South 300 East 600. During the

present investigation, Pennsylvanian sandstones were found
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on the upthrown (northeast) side of the fault as small

isolated remnants. One of the two largest remnants is

located in the northwest corner of the site at Trench T-4,

and Boring B-116, and the second is located in the northeast

corner at Trench T-204. However, these two remnants of

sandstone do not overlie the fault.

Other small bodies of Pennsylvanian sandstone

occur as joint and fracture fill material in solution-

widened joints, fractures, and beddino planes in the Fort

Atkinson Limestone (Trenches T-101, T-102, T-106, and T-

110D). These materials are light gray, fine to medium-

grained, relatively clean quarts sand, locally calcareous,

cross bedded, and laminated with silts. Samples of the

sandstone in Trench T-106 (Figure 26) were collected by

Illinois State Geological Survey personnel and *heir analyses

of the samples indicate that the sandstone is probably

Pennsylvanian in age.

2. Brainard Shale - The Brainard Shale consists

of gray to greenish gray shale with interbeds of light gray,

calcareous and argillaceous siltstone. The shale is thinly

laminated, highly weathered, locally calcareous, and con-

tains occasional zones of broken fossil debris.

The Brainard Shale overlies the Fort Atkinson

Limestone on the southwest (downthrown) side of the fault

at Borings B-115 and B-117, and on both sides of the in-

ferred southern extension of the fault at BoriAg B-118 and
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B-119 (see SITE STRUCTUES). A m',xium of 13 fect of

shale was observed in Borings B-117 and B-118. As sandstone

directly overlies Fort Atkinson Limestone in several loca-

tions on the northeast (upthrown) side of the fault, the

Braii.ard Shale was apparently removed by erosion before the

deposition of Pennsylvanian sandstone.

3. Fort Atkinson Limestone - The Fort Atkinson

Lme stone is generally the upper bedrock unit on the north-

east (upthrovn) side of the fault, but may locally be

unconformably overlain by the Pennsylvanian Spoon Formation.

At Borings B-115 and B-117, on the southwest (downthrown)

side of the fault the limestone was conformably overlain by

the Brainard Shale. A maximum thickness of 49 feet was

penetrated in Boring B-118.

The limestone consists of an upper unit (about 11

feet thick) of interbedded gray shale and limestone and a

lower unit (about 38 feet thick) of light gray to white

crystalline limestone. The upper unit is extremely fossili-

ferns and exhibits contorted bedding and thin laminations

of dark gray, silty, calcareous shale. This unit grades

downward into the relatively clean, light gray, coarse

crystalline limestone below.

The lower, coarse, crystalline limestone is

fossiliferous, stylolitic, and contains occasional green

clay partings. The limestone grades downward to slightly
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Vuggy limestone, with pinpoint to ½-inch vugs, occasionally

lined with pyrite and secondary calcite.

A transitional zone occurs at the base of the

Fort Atkinson Limestone. This zone is from 1 foot to about

5 feet in thickness and consists of interbedded greenish-

gray silty limestone and greenish-gray silty clay with the

silty clay layers increasing downward in number and thick-

ness. The contact with the underlying Scales Shale is generally

accompanied by a distinct color change from greenish gray

limestone and siltstone to dark or medium gray silty shale.

Where the limestone is exposed, it is highly to

moderately weathered -long bedding planes, fractures, and

joints to a depth of about 10 feet. It weathers to a

yellowish-brown or reddish-brown color. Secondary cascite

has been deposited along some bedding rianes, fractures,

and joints, especially where clay partings have weathered

out and/or in association with solution-widened joints.

4. Scales Shale - The Scales Shale is a medium to

dark gray shale, locally fossiliferous and very calcareous.

It varies from massive and very silty ('50 percent) to

thinly-bedded with less silt content (25 to 50 percent), and

contains ase pyrite along fractures.

During this investigation the total thickness of

the Scales Shale was penetrated in two borings (B-101 and

B-110) where it was found to have a thickness of 67.4 and
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68.4 feet, respectively. The upper par: of this unit wan

encountered in all borinqs except B-1l;i an:d B ".9. The

Scales rhale unconformably overlies the Galena Group and

conformably underlies the Fort Atkinson Limestone.

5. Galena Group - Dolomite of the Galona Group

was encountered in Borings B-101 and B-11O. The Scales

Shal% unconformably overlies this unit. The rock encounter-

edt at the site consists of medium to light gray dolomite

with soms galena mineralization. It is argillaceous,

finely crystalline, medium to thick bedded and locally

vuggy.

SITE STRUCTURES

The site structural "eology is composed if three

closely related features that appear to have formed at the

same time: (1) the norttwest-trending fault, (2) joints, and

(3 minor folding. The fault is shown on Figure 1 (in

pocket), the joint directions are shown on Figure 39 and

foldinn is shown on Figure 40.

In the Dames & Moore report dated October 1,

1974, the exact location of the fault was determined from 4

trcnches and 9 borings. It was described as a high angle

(approximately 15 degrees off vertical) normal fault, dipping

to the southwest. The southwest side has been dropped down

il. relation to the northeast side, with a displacement of 35

to 40 feet. The fault is curvilinear, striking essentially
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northwest through the plant area. It was revealed from

frenching that fhe fault generally separated limes1 one on

the upthrown side and the silty clay-limestone rubble on the

downthrown side.

During the present invCstigation the southeast-

ward extension of the fault was identified from Tzenches

T-120 and T-203, anod from Borings R-114, B-1 .15, and 8-117.

In both of the above mentioned trenches the Fort Atkinson

Limestone was found on the northeast (upthrown) side of

the fault and the Brainard Shale was found at a lower

elevation on the southwest (downthrown) side. A 36-foot

displacement was determined from Borings B-114 and B-115.

The fault could not be positively identified

in Drenches T-201 and T-202. However, in Trench T-202

(Figure 34) a 5-foot, highly fractured zone of Fort Atkinson

Limestone was identified in the southwest end of the trench.

Identifiable beds of limep"one could be followed from the

northeast end of the trench to the fracture zone, but within

the fracture zone no bed could be followed for more than 2

or 3 feet. The beds were disoriented and dipped in various

directions and amounts (some steeply southwest, and some

horizontal). It could not be determined if these disoriented

blocks were in place, as they were highly weathered and

separated by a matrix of weathered limestone rubble.
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The base of Trench T-201 (Figure 33) was in highly

weathered Brainard Shale and no identifiable fault could be

found. However, the Brainard-Fort Atkinson contact was found

8.4 feet higher in elevation in Boring 5-119 than in Boring

B-118. Between Borings B-114, B-115, B-117 and Borings

B-118 and B-119 the difference in stratigraphic markers

on either side of the projection of the fault has there-

fore decreased from 36 to 8.4 feet. The fault can be

traced to the fracture zone in Trench T-202. However, as

Port A:kinson Limestone is found on either side of the

fault, rather than Brainard Shale on the downthrown side

and Fort Atkinson Limestone on the upthrown side, the amount

of throw is decreasing. We have inferred. based on the

difference in stratigraphic markers, that the fault extends

from Trench T202 through Trench T-201. However along the

southeastward inferred extension, it is possible that the

fault may have terminated into a southeastward plunging

fold.

Undisturbed Malden Till was found overlying Lhe

fracture zone in Trench T-202 and overlying the inferred

trace of the fault, as identified from Borings B-1U8 and

B-119 below Trench T-201 (Figure 41). This gives a

minimum age of last movement of at least 15,000 to 17,000

years before present for chis structure.

Folding at the site was determined from structural

contours drawn on top -if the Scales Shale (Figure 40).
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The Scales is structurally higher at the northwest corner

of the site on the northeast side of the fault and generally

dips to the southeast. From this structural high an anti-

clinal fold plunges toward the southeast, nearly parallel

to the fault strike.

Measurement of joint directions exposed in trenches

(Figure 39) indicates two dominant joint trends. One domin-

ant joint set trends nearly parallel to the fault (about

North 400 West, ranging frown North 100 West to North 500

West) and the second dominant joint set trends nearly per-

pendicular to the fault (about North 700 East, ranging

from North 600 East to East-West), The joints range in

character from closed to solution widened with silt, clay,

and sand fill material.

Although there is no apparent offset across the

solution-widened joints (because of irregular bedding) a

definite trace across the joints was not possible. There-

fore, the possibility does exist for minor displacements

along some of these joints such as the joint described in

Trench T-101 (Figure 22). Boring B-101 is on the east side

of the southeastward projection of the solution-widened

joint found in Trench T-l1l0 Boring B-120 was drilled on the

west side of this joint. The Fort Atkinson-Scales contact

was found 3 feet higher than would be expected if this

contact had a constant slope from Boring B-102 to Boring

9-101. However, this difference could be accounted for by

a small change in rock dip produced by folding.
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The northwest and northeast joint trends indicate

that the joints and the fault were probably formed by the

same stress conditions or at least by stress conditions

with the same orientation. The tensional forces necessary

to produce the faulting would most likely have to produce

tensional joints parallel to the fault and extensional

joints perpendicular to the fault. The most logical geo-

logical explanation, therefore, is that the faulting must be

considered contemporaneous with jointing. As the joints

contain Pennsylvanian material, they must have formed prior

to Pennsylvanian deposition. Therefore if the faulting and

jointing are contemporaneous, they both must hats occurred

prior to deposition of the Pennsylvanian sandstone.

A detailed description of the major regional

structures the Sandwich Fault, the La Salle Anticlinal

Dolt, the Ashton Arch, and the Herscher Domet is presented

in Appendix B. All these structural elements had their

major development during the Paleozoic and display a

predominant northwest trend. The site is 1) located in

the center of this structurally complex area, 2) the site

structures display the same orientation as the regional

structures and 3) all structural and stratigraphic evidence

from thin and previous investigations indicates that the

site structural features are Paleozoic in age. The only

logical conclusion that can therefore be drawn is that



site structural development must have occurred during the

formation of the regional structures, and therefore,

faulting, jointing, and folding at the site are Paleozoic

feature s.

It is probable that small displacement features

do exist within the area of investigation. If present,

the displacemnts would be on the order of inches or at the

most a few feet. Since the joints can be shown to have

formed prior to deposition of the Pennsylvanian materials,

displacements along the joints, if present, are not capable and

therefore would have no effect on the design or safety of

the proposed spent fuel storage facility.

SITE GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The relationships shown in Trench T-106 (Pigure

26) most clearly illustrate the geologic history of solu-

tioning in the Fort Atkinson Limestone and the early de-

pc3ition of Pennsylvanian sediments at the site.

The spatial relationship of materials in Trench

T-106 shows: 1) formation of the joitst systems, 2) period

of solutioning at which time the joints were enlarged and

filled, and 3) deposition of the Pennsylvanian sandstone.

The spatial relationship of the joints and fault indicate

that both were probably formed by the same stress rela-

tionship. It is most likely that the joints formed con-

temporaneous with, or at ledst penecontemporaneous with,
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the fault southwes. of the site. The Pennsylvanian uand-

stone fill st-atigraphically dates the joint development

as pre-Pennsylvanian and indirectly indicates that the

major moverent on the fault was also prior to deposition

of the Pennsylvanian sandstone.

Where the sandstones are present as joint fill,

they are generally located in the center of the joint

and they grade outward to argillaceous siltstone or clayey

silts (depending on the degree of induration). The ar-

gillaceous siltstones and clayey silts in turn arade to

silty clays that are in contact with the solationed sur-

face of the limestone bedrock. These siltstones, clayey

silts, and silty clays apparently represent the original

pre-Pennsylvanian joint fill that was later cut and filled

with Pennsylvanian ea-ds. The joints show no evidence of

further widening by solution activity since the emplace-

ment of the fill material.

The long period of weathering, erosion, and

solutioning of the limestone was brought to a close by the

deposition of Pennsylvanian sediments. At the site, these

sediments unconformably overlie Ordovician limestones and

shales, and the present scattered occurrence of the sand-

stones is the result of stripping by glaciers during the

Pleistocene and subsequent weathering and erosion. The

remaining sandstone bodies probably represent sediments

deposited in topographic low areas on the pre-Pennsylvanian
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erosion surface and are: present because of their protected

position, northwest and northeast corners of the site,

along solution widened joints, a..d on the southwest (down-

thrown) side of the fault.

The evidence obtained from the site investigation

therefore indicates that a long period of marine deposition

with the formation of dolomite, limestone, and shale, occurred

prior to faulting and that faulting occurred sometime after

deposition of the Ordovician-age Brainard Shale. The

relationship between the site and regional structural

patterns indicate that the faulting was associated with

the formation of the Sandwich Fault Zone and the La Salle

Anticlinal Belt during late Paleozoic. The faulting raised

the ground surface 35 to 40 feet (Figure 42,A). This newly

formed surface was subjected to erosion, at which time most

of the brainard Shale was stripped, and only local occur-

rences of shale remained on the downthrown (protected) side

of the fault.

After the shale was stripped, the limestone sur-

face was subjected to ground-water solutioning and a solu-

tioned carved topography developed (Figure 42,B). Solution-

widened joints were filled with clays and silts and a regolith

consisting of clays, silts, and limestone fragments covered

the surface. It was during this period of erosion that the

wedge of regolith material was deposited on the downthrown

side of the fault.
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Much of the regolith was reworked or removed by

erosion as the transgressive deposition of Pennsylvanian

sandstone took place (Figure 428C). Only the regolith in

low, protected topographic positions such as on the down-

thrown side of the fault was not removed, Either during

deposition, shortly thereafter, or at both timest differential

compaction and slumping probably occurred in the wedge of

unconsolidated regolith material and resulted in gentle

sagging of the Spoon Formation over the regolith. The area

was then again subjected to erosion, resulting in most of

the Pennsylvanian deposits being removed (Figure 42,D).

The next known event occurred during the Pleis-

tocene, with the advancement of continental glaciers that

covered the area (Figure 42,E). Most of the remaining

sandstone was probably removed at this time. The resistant;

limestone on the northeast side of the fault was not as

severely eroded as the less resistant rock to the south-

west, resulting in thicker till deposits on the downthrown

side of the fault. Glacial plucking of large blocks of

bedrock and injection of till along weakened surfaces

took place. Since then, post-glacial meltwaters and re-

cent erosion have removed the glacial deposits except from

protected areas (Figure 42,F).

The above sequence of events occurred without

post-Pennsylvanian movement along the fault. After
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analyzing all of the existing evidence at the site, al-

though no Pennsylvanian sandstones were found overlying

the fault, it is our opinion that the major movement on

the fault was contemporaneous (or at least penecontempor-

aneous) with the major development of the northern por-

tion of the La Salle Anticlinal Belt ard/or the last major

movement along the Sandwich Fault Zone. From strati-

graphic evidence, the minimum age, as determined from un-

disturbed Malden Till overlying the fault zone, of last

movement is 15,000 to 27,000 years before present. The

evidence used to determine an age prior to deposition or the

Pennsylvanian sandstone for major movement of the fault is

summarized belows

1. The wedge of rubble material on the

downthrcwn side of the fault is over-

lain by the Pennsylvanian Spoon

Formation. This stratigraphic

relationship could not exist if

major faulting were post-Pennsylvanian.

2. Other spatial relationships of Pennsyl-

vanian sandstones also indicate fault-

ing occurred prior to deposition of

the Pennsylvanian sandstone. For ex-

ample, in the northwest corner of the

site, sandstone overlies the lower

7.5 feet of Fort Atkinson Limestone on
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the upthrown side of the fault, whereas

500 to 600 feet south on the downthrown

side of the fault, the sandstone overlies

42 feet of limestone. This indicates

a lonq period of erosion after faulting

and bfore deposition of the sandstone.

This stratigraphic relationship would

be extremely difficult to explain with

post-Pennsylvanian faulting.

3. Cut-and-fill Pennsylvanian sandstones

overlie and are occasionally contained

within saoe solution-widened joints in

Fort Atkinson Limestone. This in-

dicates a pre-Pennsylvanian solutioning

along major joint trends. One of the

two waior joint systems trends nearly

parallel to the fault and the other

major joint system trends perpendicular

to the fault. The most reasonable geo-

logical explar>ation assumes that the

joints and fault were formed ^t the same

time. Therefore, as the joint system

can be dated prior to Pennsylvanian sand-

stone deposition, the fault is indirectly

dated as pre-Pennsylvanian sandstone de-

position.
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4. the northwest trend of the fault and fold,

and the northwest and northeast trends

of joints agree with the major, regional

structural trends found along the northern

La Salle Anticlinal Belt and the Sandwich

Fault Zone. The site is located on

the northeast flank of the La Salle Anti-

clinal Belt, and about 6 miles southwest

of the Sandwich Fault Zone. Therefore, it is

logical that the structures at the site were

formed at the same time as the regional

structures.

5. Other relationships: During investigations

for the Dresden Power Station a northwest

and northeast structural pattern was

identified in the Ordovician age rocks

(Dames S Moore Report, April 13, 1965).

A northwest set of faults was interpreted

from boring data and air photo interpreta-

tions and, if they are present, they would

intersect the main intake circulation canals

north of the plant. This area was field

checked and only undisturbed Pennsylvanian

sediments were exposed above rater level. If

these faults are present in the underlying

Maquoketa Group, they are parallel to the
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faulting on the General Electric property

with the same sense of displacement and were

probably formed at the same time, pre-

Pennsylvanian. Also, south of the General

Electric property at the A.P. Green quarry,

no significant deformation was observed in

the Pennsylvanian strata being excavated.

The interpretation of the geological history

presented herein is in agreement with the interpretations

presented by the Illinois State Geological Survey {see Ap-

pendix C).

CONCLUSIONS: GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

No additional faults were discovered during this

investigation for the proposed spent fuel storage facility.

A system of northwest and northeast trending joints was

identified in the Port Atkinson Limestone. Some of these

joints have been widened by solutioning. It is possible

that minor displacements of a few inches to, at most, a few

feet may be present along same of the major joints, however,

if these displacements are present they would be older than

the Pennsylvanian sEndstone that overlies some of the fill

material.

The northwest-trending fault southwest of the site

was extended southeastward based on boring and trenching
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data. Undisturbed Malden Till was found overlying the

fault giving a minimum age for faulting of 15,000 to 17,000

years ago.

The structural and stratigraphic relationships

observed during the sitve investigation can only be explained

if faulting occurred prior to deposition of the Pennsyl-

vanian sediments.

The structural patterns observed at the site fit
well within the structural pattern displayed by the major

regional structures, the Sandwich Fault Zone, the Ashton

Arch and the La Salle Anticlinal Belt. As these are Pa-
leozoic structural features, the site structural features

must also be Paleozoic. The only conclusion that can be
reached, therefore, is that faulting at the General Electric

Morris site occurred at the end of the Paleozoic during

the major regional structural development and that it is not

capable.

SITE GROND WATER

An evaluation of site ground-water conditions

was performed through pressure testing, monitoring of

ground-water levels in open boreholes and piezometers,

and observations of ground-water conditions noted during

the excavation of trenches.

Borings B-101, B-102, B-103, B-106, B-110, B-111,
9-112, and B-113 were pressure tested and piezometers were
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installed to determine permeabi3lities and piazometric levels.

Water 1ItvelS recorded from open borings and piezometers are

shown in Table 2, and the permeabilities for tested inter-

vals are shown on the boring logs.

No pressure testing was performed in the upper 7

feet. The permeabilities in the upper 7 to 10 feet are

unknown but from field observations were estimated to be

qu'ite high. As the trenches were being dug, water was

observed ilowigly into the trenches from bedding planes,

joints, and fractures near the solution-widened joints.

The joint fill mater al in solution-widened joints

ih relatively impermeable and appears to provide effective

barriers to ground-water flow, thus complicating the di-

rection of ground-water movement and possibly water levels,.

The water appears to move along the edge of the joint fill

material rather than through the relatively impermeable

silty clays and clayey silts.

During the txcavation of Trench T-llOA, a stream

of water approximately 1 inch in diameter shot across 1 he

trench after the fill material was removed. Within 2 hours

the trench was full of water to within 3 feet of the '-op.

Therefore, approximately 2800 gallons of water entered the

trench in 2 hours.

In many ixistancea, pumps with a rated capacity

of gS gallons per minute (gpm) ware uned to keep tho tranca.ce
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dry for m;apping. A single pump could just keep ahead of

the ground-water inflow. The trenches were excavated during

an extremely wet period. Following a week of no rain, most

trenches we.e dry with only a small amount of water in the

very bottom of some trenches.

A minimum flow of 0.05 gpm could be read from the

flow meter used in pressure testing. This represents a

permeability of less than 5 feet per year. Therefore, where

zero flows were recorded, the rock materials are practically

impermeable but may have a permeability of up to 5 feet per

year. The permeabilities described below were calculated

from the test in which the testing pressure was closest to

oberburden pressure.

Portions of the Fort Atkinson Limestone were

pressure tested in Borings B-101, B-102p B-103, S-106,

and B-11O (Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, iand 12). The permeabilities

were quite variable. In Boring B-1011 at a depth of 7 to 2,

feet the permeability ranged from 420 to 455 feet per year,

but at a depth of 22 to 32 feet the permeability was only

94 feet per year. In B-102, at a depch of 12 to 32 feet,

and in B-liO, at a depth of 15 to 23 feet, zero water-take

was recorded. Prom 13 to 23 feet in 8-103 the permeability

is about 378 feet per year, but from 23 to 32 feet the

limestone took no water. In B-106 the lower portion (from

14 to 24 fent) of limestone hag a permeability of 140

feet per year.
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Borings B-101, B-102, B-103, B-106, B-hlO, B-ill,

B-112, and B-113 (Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15) were

all pressure tested to determine the Permeability of the

Scales Shale. The shale took no water in any boring except

the top 31 feet of B-101, a 20-foot interval in B-11O, and

the top 12 feet of B-112. In Boring B-101 the permeability

decreased from 204 to 86 feet per year from the top of the

shale to 31 feet, but the lower 36 Ceet of shale took no

water. No water flow was recorded in the top 32 feet and

the bottom 16 feet of shale in Boring B-1lO; a 20-foot

anomalous zone, however, was identified between 55 and 75-

foot depths. For this zone, a permeabi..ity of 184 feet per

year was calculated for the interval between 50 and 60 feet;

472 feet per year beLwen 60 and 70 feet; and 444 feet per

year between 70 and 75 feet. The top 12 feet of shale in

Boring B-112 showed a low permeability of 15.4 feet per

year.

A 10-foot interval in Boring B-101 and the top

3 feet in Boring B-11O in the Galena Dolomite were pressured

tested to determine permeability. In both tests, zero

water flow was recorded, thus, indicating a very low per-

meability for the top of the dolomite in these two borings.

In general, the upper 10 to 20 feet of the Fort

Atkinson Limestone has high but variable permeabilitivs

with permeabilities decroasincJ to less than loo feet per

year near the base of the formation. 'rhe ';cisilur. huhaic han



very low permeabilities, less than 5 feet per year (per-

meabilities were usually too low to measure by pressure

testing). A few anomalous zones of higher permeabilities

were encountered in the Scales Shale during pressure teatir.j

but these zones were underlain by very low permeability

shale. Pressure testing- alma indicated that the upper 20

feet of the Galena Dolomite has very low permeabilities,

less than 5 feet per year.

Piezometers were installed in the Fort Atkinson

Limestone in Borings B-102, B-106, and B-112; in the Scales

Shale in Borings B-103, 8-111, and B-113; and in the Galena

Dolomite in Borings B-101 and B-110. Water-level measure-

ments (Table 2) from these piezometera indicate that the

Scales Shale acts as an effective aquitard between the Fort

Atkinson Limestone and the dolomite of the Galena Group.

As soon as the piezometers were installed in the Galena

Dolomite, the water level dropped rapidly and within 1 week

the piezometers were dry. During this time of year it ap-

pears that the piezometric level in the dolomite is at least

20 feet below the Galena-Scales contact. On June 27, the

Galena piezometers were filled with clean water and by

June 30, they were again nearly dry.

The hintoric record of ground-water variations

within the Galena Dolomite (the upper unit in the Cambrian-

Ordovician aquifer) show that a cone of depression has
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developed near Joliet and that the piezometric surface

had dropped over 100 feet from 1915 to 1958 to an eleva-

tion of about 400 feet above mean sea level (Suter and

others, 1959; Figures 33 and 34). While the regional

piezometric surface of the Galena at the present time

is unknown, the number of wells which penetrate this

aquifer has increased since 1950 and it is probable

that the surface has further dropped. During drilling

of the water supply well on the Morris site during 1966,

the static water level within the Galena Dolomite was

at about elevation 370J while the static water level of

the'Cambrian-Ordavician aquifer as a unit was at about 395

feet.

The piezometric level in the Fort Atkinson

Limestone parallels the ground surface, is 3 to 6-feet

deep, and reacts rapidly to precipitation. On the morning

of June 27, the piezometers penetrating the Fort Atkinson

Limestone were blown out, and by that afternoon the water

was back to its original level.

The piezometric level in the Scales Shale is

also near the ground surface, but reacts less and more

slowly to precipitation. These piezometers were also

blown out on June 27; but, as of June 30, they had not

regained their original level, thus indicating very low

permeabilities.
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During construction of the Low Activity Waste

Vault, serious ground-water problems were encountered. The

results of the investigation (Dames10 Moore report dated

January 11, 1971) conducted at that time indicated a com-

plex ground-water system with several potential sources

1. Direct percolation from rainfall

and runoff.

2. Lateral seepage and flow from perched

or confining zones in response to

percolation from rainfall, runoff or

inflow of river water.

3. Lateral flow along joints, faults or

fractured rocks.

4. Posible upward flow from the under-

lying Galena Dolomite.

The results of this study indicate that upward

flow from the Galena Dolomite is not probable.

We believe the water problems encountered during

constructioon were due to lateral and downward flow through

fractures within the Port Atkinson Limestone and Scales

Shale. The results of pressure testing indicate that the

Scales Shale has very low permeabilities and none of the

borings tested took any water in the lower 16 feet. There-

fore the downward flow within the Scales Shale was probably

through fractures induced during construction.
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The Figures and Appendices listed in the Table

of Contents are attached and complete this report.

.Reupectfully submitted,

DAMES & MOORE

Michael L.Kfr
Partner

John S. trapp
Project Geologist

MLK:JSTsb
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EXPLANATION
iIjml I - umESVOIIEs LIGHT GRAYs COARSt CRtYSTALLI
muEDUTH W TIICK BEDDEDI WHEATAS VILLOWISH9IRD
1ODERATELY WATHERERO ALONG IEDDING PLANES, FlU
AND JOINTS: SOME 1EDS VERY FOSSILIFrtOUS. SECO
CALCITE DEPOSITED ALONG BEDDING PLAICS AND
JOINTS. TWO FILLED, SOLUTION WIDENED JOINTSE INTERSECT AT 1428.

UNIT 2 - SILtY CLAY "JOINT FILLNM  LIGHT RECNISH
1+65b CLAY WJ1H St bl ill; WAYTrUWIATIONS PARALLEL

To SOLUTIONED BEDROCK SURfACE SOM INCLUSIONS
OF EXTREMELY WEATHERED LIMESTOINt PLAKNTS, C
SOUNDARY WITH UNIT 3,

UNIT 3 - CLAYET SILT AND SILt ON2JOiT FILL",
UttIbri-lwmys SILT. vollh ALn LAY~v ;TMLIN SA

OCCASIONALLY LAMINATEDs WEATHERS YtLLOWISH-BRO
ESPECIALLY WHERE FIRE SAND CONTENT IS HIGH. C
OCCASIONAL, EXTREMELY WEATHERCO LIMESTONE fAAG

Ug%1 4 - SAND ANUD SANDSTUNE " Jl FLL",t LIGHT

LAMINATED; WEATHER$ EiaLOWISH.RROWN TO BROWN,

NOrEz
PHOlDTDAS OF T-IOI INCLUDED IN APENDJX A

THE 0A1ORAINT VARIES inJ WlDli TN 1.5
TO 3.5 FEET WITH IN AYfRAE WIDTH Of
£50111 2.5 FETu

REFUSAL WAS CUED IT THE 1PAMM iU.S
AND THE NA W WITN OF JOINT

TRENCH CROSS- SE(
NORTH WALL

T-a-0

FI*MRE 22 OHM I
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_ . ---- SEE FIGURE 22 SHEET 3 OF 3 0
FOR DETAILED SECTION
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FEET
5 0 5 10A
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-1 CWOSED VEICAL ONT

1THE WJR JOINT VARIES IN WIDTH
FROM 1.5 TO 35 FEET WITH AN
ATERME WIDTH OF AOUT 2.S FEET

REFUSAL WA CAUSED BY THE
IRREGULAR WALLS AND THE NARROW
WIDTH OF THE JOINT
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UNIT I -LIESTONE LIGHT SRAYs COARSE CRYSTALLINEI
- 1uRTWH MUK BEDDED: WEATHERS YELLOWISH-BROWN,
m#DEfATELY WEATHEREO-ALONG BEDDING PLANES. FRACTURES,
AND JOIITSs SOME BEDS VERY FOSSILIFEROUS;
SECONDARY CALCITE DEPOSITED ALONG BEDDING
PLANES AND JOINTS. TlO FILLED, SOLUTION WIDENED
JOINTS INTERSECT AT 128.

UNIT 2 - CLAYEY SILT AND SILTY C"LAY 'JOIIT FILLH3 LIGHT
GUENISt-ufiiAy: 51L1Tq CLAY. AMU OM1E rFINE bUS;
LAMINATED; fEATHERS LIGHT YELLOWISH-BROWNs
CONTAINS OCCASIONAL, EXTREMELY WEATHERED LIMESTONE
FR.AGHEWiS.

NOTEt
1) PHlOTOGRAPHIS OF T-101 INCLUDED in APPENDIX A
2 DETAILED SECTION FROM lui 'TO 160 SHOW

ON FIGURE 22 SHEET 3 OF 3

TRENCH CROSS - SECTI
SOUTH ALL

T-1OI

FEVRE 22 SHEET 2 '
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14460 1+55 I 450
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I-I

-10-
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-LOOR OF TRENCH

S SAMPLE LOCATION FEET

5 0

EXPLANATION
IUNIT 1 - LIMESTONEt LIGHT GRAY;

MEDIUM 10 THICK BEDDED: WEATH
MODERATELY WEATHERED ALONG BE
AND JOINTS: SOME BEDS VERY FO
CALCITE tEPOSITED ALONG BEDDI
JOINTS. TWO FILLED, SOLUTION
INTERSECT AT 1,28.

UNIT 2 - SILTY CLAY "JOINT FILL"
CLAY WITH 5U0E SILT; WAVY LAM
TO SOLUTIONED BEDROCK SURFACE
OF EXTREMELY WEATHERED LIMESI
GRADATIONAL BOUNDARY WITH UNI

UNIT 3 - CLAYEY SILT AND SILTSTO
tRLLNI5i-UKA; SILl WlIH SOHS

SAND; LAMINATED; WEATHERS YEL
ESPECIALLY WERE FINE SAND CC
CONTAINS LARGE BLOCKS OF EXTS
LIMESTONE; YELLOWISH-BROWN RE
CLAY WITH ABUNDANT FOSSIL FRA

NOTE:
PHOTaGRAPHS OF T-O01 INCLUDED
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EXLANATIOM
UNIT I * LIMESTONE: LIT CRAY; COAMSE CRYSTALLINEi

MUM u 1ARK BEDDEDO WEATHERS YELtowISHm
BROWN; ODERATELY WEATHERED AtOGS BEODING
PLANES FRACTURES AND 0INTS, SOLUTION
WIDEEb .Ilfr IS j TO 4 FEET WItE AT SASE AND
NARROWS At 7KE TOP, MAY REPRESENT FILLED
CAVE.

UNIT 2 - SILTY CLAY "JOINT FiLt"; GREENISH-GRAYs
__.41 VIW LAINEiLLT WEXINERD LIMESTONE

URAIENHS4 FMINATEO WITH LAMNATIONS PARALLEL
TO OXLn 2t,1D BEDROCk SURFACEI SOME ZONES
SLIGHTLY WLATHEE YELLOWISHSROWN. GRADES
UPM 4 RMK 1.5 FOOT DEPTH WITH SOIL, BECOMES
IIRE SILTY WITH SOME FINE SAND.

UNIT 3 - SILT An FINE SAND "JOINT FILL"s CRAY TO
GREENISH-GRAY; IL AND FINE SNID WITH
TRACE OF CLAY AON.DESSICATION FRACTURES:
LAMINATEO WITH SOME THIN BEDS OF FIRE GRAINED
SANDSTONEI WEATHERS TO YELLOWISH-BROWN,
ESPECIALLY WRE COARSER TEXTURE.

'HOTromAPH OF HORTIYEST WALL INCLWDD IN APPENDIX
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TRENCH FLOOR PLAN
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EXPLANATION
UNIT I - LIMESTONE: LIGHT GRAY: COARSE CRYSTALLINE,

=Dulm pawuLUmu-WATHERS YELLOWISH-BkROWN
BETWEEN 414 AND 466 WEATIERS BR I1GMT REDD I SH -

E SRO" T DARK RED ASSOCIATEO WITH HlGHLY
"E H INERALVEDIDOtNE %RENDtlJ'G WO5E. ZONE ABOUT

46 444 +44 +4*4 2 FEET WIDE WITH MANY JOINTS. EXThEMELY
-4 44+4 .. 44 EATHERED, PYRITE WEATHER~D 'TO $RON OXIDES. SOME 1'WEKTHE~t

.CRYSTALLINE PYRITE PRESERVED IN FRESHER POCK. NO. _ - UN1T 3"~ - - SAPPARENT OFF-SET ACROSS ZONE.

_It 21i AND"JOINT FILL"s CAEENISH-GRAYs FINE TO MEDIUM
-- W SILT I EAD LT; ILAtINATED lVM

SOME SEMI-LITHIFIED BEDS; 1EAT tRS
________________YELLOW ISH-IBROWN. ESPECIALLY WIERE tOARSER

"*~~ 1 -EXTU1~RED.

* *-~'~~UNIT 3 - SOIL: BRIGHT YELIavi1sH4Rowx ANDO
RL9OOI5H-UfWWNI, FINE SANDY SILT WITh4

* ~ SOME WEATHERED LIMESTONE FRAGMENTS. DERIVED
FRkOM MINERALIZED ZONE BELOW (",L- HORIZON).

'-P~LOO OP TRENCH

TRENCH CROSS-SEC
T- 104

.URE 24
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EXPLANAT
UNIT I - LIMESTONE: LIGHT GRAY: COARSE CRYSTALLINE;

MEDIUM TO THICK BEDDED; WEATHERS YELLOWISH-
BROWN; MODERATELY WEATHERED ALONG BEDDING
PLANES, JOINTS. AND FRACTURES: SOLUTION
WIDENED JOINT AT 48, NO EVIDENCE OF
SEVERE SOLUTION ACTIVITY SINCE FILL
MATERIAL DEPOSITED.

UNIT 2 - SILTSTONE: LIGHT GREENISH-GRAY; SILT
-witsII bU CL'DTlE SILT AND FINE SAND;
LAMINATED; WEATHERS MDERATE YELLOWiSH-BROWN,
SLIGHTLY WEATHERED WHERE FINE SAND CONTENT IS
HIGHEP. GRADES FROM FINER GRAINED NEAR
LIMESTONE INTERFACE TO COARSER GRANZED IN
CENTER OF JOINT. SILTSTONE POORLY IMDURATED.

S
* 412 +14 41,

I. . ts,

' *. * '-i-''-- = : =

-Z -. FL O OF Trc&-

-- --BtO t " C

TRENCH CROSS-SECT
T-105

FMG1J 2!
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EXPLANATION
UNII I - LINtS

- IlnK KLIuc
ALONG BfDDI
WIDENED JoI
SANDSTONE.

UNIT 2 - SilTY

LIMESTONE FP
SILTY CLAY
UNIT 3.

tJNIT 3 - CLAYE
2iILIsps t~ff
GRADAT IONAL

UNIT If - SANDS
C.oXR,5 L rnT
SOME CRb SS-
Of SILTI wt
PENNSYLVAN I

'4 5-GRAVE
flit IlC 10 u
CONSISTS OF
MATER IALS.

UNIT 6 - TILtz

PAY BE REWO

UNIT 7 - LOFSS
t lIu 5ANUS

NOTE:
I'MTOGRAPHS

' i WALL NE
+40 fe6 +64 +66 +66 + T0 +72

4
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EXPLANATION
UNIT I - LIHESTONEt LIGHT CRAY. COARSE CRYSTALLINE. 4EDIUM T0

rnuIil B -- WLTHERS YELLOWISH-DROWN; MODERATELY WEATHERED
ALONG BEDDING PLANES. JOIdiS AND FRACTURESt FOSSILirEROUS; S
WIDENED JOINT WITH FILL AND PENNSYLVANIAN CUT-ANDOFILL
SANDSTONE.

UNIT 2 - SILTY CLAY "JOINT FILL"t CREENISH-GRAYs SILTY
tLAY; MCA^510MLLT C0UU4A'" INC LUSWIONS OF EXTREMELY WEATHERE
LIKESTOHE FRACMENTS5 WEATHERS YELLOWISH-BROWN. SOME
SILTY CLAY ALONG LIMESTONE BEDDING PLANES. GRADES TO
UNIT 3.

UNIT 3 - CLAYEY SILT 1tJONTl FILL"t GREENISH-GRAYS CLAYEY
5ILTS; LAHINAktUI WLAtMLK5 YLLOWISH-BROWN;
GRADATIONAL WITH UNIT 2.

UNIT 4 - SANDSTONCE LIGHT GRAY- MEDIUM AND
COARSE MnTRAu iSAND WITH SOME FINE SAND:
SOME CROSS-BEDDING- OCCASIONAL LAMINATIONS
OF SILT: WEATHERS Tn DARK YELLOW BROWN.
PENNSYLVANIAN CUT-AND-FILL SANDSTONE.

UNI; 5G- GRAVELt DARK BROWN: POORLY SORTED GRAVEL WITH
FtNET lU ruIUm SAND AND SILT MATRIX; CALCAREOUS:
CONSISTS OF LOCALLY DERIVED AND GLACIAL ERRACTIC
HATERIALS.

UNIT 6 - TILLz DARK UROWN: UNSORTED CLAY, FINE TO MEDIUM
5ANU SiLt AND SOME COBBLES AND BOULDERS; CALCAREOUS;
MAY BE REWORKED.

UhIT 7 - LOESS-COLLUVWIUM: LIGHT BROWN; SILTS AND
lINE SANDS IlTH OCCASIONAL COBBLES.

NOTEt
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SOUT49-AST WALL INCLUDED IN APPENDIX A

NE

___ -- '

TRENCH CROSS - SI
NORTHWEST WA

T-106

FIGURE 26 SHEET I 01
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+60 45S
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a 0 2 4
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* SAMPLE LOCATION



TRENCH FLOOR PLAN
+64 +02 +60 *56 +56 +54 +52 +50 +46
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NI W
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+50 +48 +46 445
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-_* - - 1 T

EXPLANATION
UNIT I1 LIMESTONE: LIGHT GRAY; COARSE CRYSTALLINE, MEDIUM TO

MIICK BLUULUO; W A'THERS YELLOWISH-BROWN; MOERATELY WEATHERED
ALONG BEDDING PLANES, JOIN;S AND FRACTURES; FOSSILIFEROUS; SOLUI
WIDENED JOINT WITH FILL AND PENNSYLVANIAN CUT-AND-FILL
SANDSTONE.

UNIT 2 - SILTY CLAY "JOINT FILL"- GREENISH-GRAY. SILTY
VLAVN: RGX5SIONALy MOTIMS INCLUSIONS OF EXTREMELY WEATHERED
LIMESTONE FRAGM4ENTS; WEATHERS YELLOWISH-BROWN. SOME
SILTY CLAY ALONG LIMESTONE BEDDING PLANES. GRADES TO

SW UNIT 3.
UNIT 3 - CLAYEY SILT "JOINT FILL": GREENISH-GRAY,; CLAYEY

+ IS +46 446 + 45 bILibi LAMINATLU; IWLATlILMS YLOWISH-BROWIN;
. . _ __.__.IGRADATIONAL WITH UNIT 2.

* UNIT 4 - ShNOSTOME: LIGHT GRAY; MEDIUM AND
U * ARS .'nEU ' ,, S rISAND:

SOME CROSS-BEDDING: OCCASIONAL LAMINATIONS
__OF SILT- WEATHERS TO DARK YELLOW BROWN.

PENNSYLVANIAN CUT-AND-FILL SANDSTONE.

UNIT 5- GRAVEL: DARK BROWN; POORLY SORTED GRAVEL WITH4
A Ih lN _ f0itLUTUJM SAND AND SILT MATRIX; CALCAREOUS;

U ~' ~CONSISTS OF LOCALLY DERIVED AND GA.ACIAL ERRACTIC
._ MATERIALS,

_ _ _ _ _ 6 *_.'_,!___- TILL: DARK BROWN; UNSORTED CLAY. FINE TO _EDIU'4
-SANo. SIET AND SOME COBBLES AND BOULDERS; CALCAREOUS;

__. . . . . HAY BE REWORKED.

FORMATION UIlT 7 - LOESS-COLLUVIUM: LIGHT BROWN: SILTS AND
FINE $ANUS WITH OCCATIONAL COBBLES.

NOTEt
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SOUTHEAST WALL INCLUDED IN APPENDIX A

TRENCH CROSS -SEC
SOUTHEAST WALL

T-106

FIGURE 26 SiET 2 OF 2
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4-10 +0+4 +2 0

S

'~-~~** ~ ~ .* ~. * ~ ~EXPLANATION
UNIT I -*L**.**KqS AltRE !tSA='EM

-!U R $Ifi:-IOW M

boo 6 ~WEA1TMED AL=N StOOM ft PANES 1FIACtIRES. AM D,1nT5

P, vFILLED SOLUTION WIDENIM JOINTS,

~INIT I * CL~giTE-SL m'JIci VILLos UUnxSH-CRAI CACYE
~IL M il AMk lANDA" 0101CCASIONAL loi O

bFq tXTRDEtL WEATlRD= LIP"TONEEFANTj 5
LAMqINATIM LANINATIONS NEAR SOWl N
WALL ROCKS ME WAfy AnD PARALLEL ID ROCK s4MWICE3
SOTTLED, WITH SLIGHTLY WERVIERE4 TELLOW15141A
WIERE COARSER TEXTURED.

uNT3-SAMDSTOE 'JO1W? IFILL~t LICHT GttNISX-COATI
I4WL~i.lNW ~lWlONLMlSOM0E SOLT; uLfANA10

WITH LAXINAIIONS D1P'N ODT1,110T.

USE I -TIL!LIOI~T TO G ATI SXMIOTES SILTAM
-sv m voim wAI AND CLAY H&TRIIX

OCCASIONAL COSIL2 A 6 OUIDE IS

I~wm~ USOr TED S ILTS CLAYS AMD GRAY WITH
SIME TIME SAND, AND OiCCAS 16ND.L C6ktS.

19WIDPAJOI OF UEUCH 11CR INICIAKO IN

TIE TIQ JOINTS, NARO WITH 0111, LAS
THE WALU 19=9 MU IBRRKFA.
WItAI 0S CAUSED ft LINESIWE KOMC1
EXTENING INT lim JOIN'T.

TRENCH CROSS- SECT11
T-110A

FIGURE 2?



TRENCH FLOOR PLAN
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45 Lu- �. I � �
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- 5- � -M� .Wffi.U.&5a1�.

UNIT.1 *. U ESTOiEs. LIGIT RAYi COARSE

ALON$ Pi OS lAT URES AND JO s
FO55tIFAI g SOLUTIONE JOlifi- INTERSECT ATz

-EASTLL s OINTS S)OW LITTLE EVIDENCE OF
SoLUTIN ATIVITY SINCE FILL MATERIAL WAS
DEPOS J,

UNIT 2 . CLAYEY SILT AND S Y-CLAY "JOIN Mt fI",
i~u~rII-xfaK-Umi 'SJLTY CLAY HEMR RCK I NTERFACE,

GRACES 'TO CLATEY SLT WITH SOME FIRE SAND IN
CENTER OF JOINTS; SILTS A1N CLAYS OCCIONALLY
LAHIRAM WMEN NtA ROCK INTERFACE AJMNATIONS
ARE WAVY A115 PARLLEL TO SOVIONED ROCK SUIRFACE
WEATHERS 4RAYISHSORANGE 4RE FINE SANDS
ARE PRESENT IN FILL.

UNIT 3 -TLL: T RAVISHtow UNSORTE
SuOML COBBLES ANWBULDES WIH
CLAY AND SILt PATRIXt RADES UArO TO
UNIT 4.

UNIT 4 - RERRKED TILL REDDISH-BROW TO
ThLL zIwWn vUjlIz" MITURE OF LOESS,
TILL, AML Com llUl ClAYEY SILTS AM
FINE SAMS WITH WM GRAVEL AN9D OCCASION"
COBLES; I ODATELY WEA7HRED.

IIENCH CROSS- SECT
T-tIOB

FRM.
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EXPLANATIQN
UNIT I - LIKESIDNE: LIGHT GRAYs COARSE CRYSTALLINE,

mr1ltuftlo DIt I BEDDED; WFEATES YtWISHI-ROWNs
WDERATELY TO SLIGHTLY WEAtERED ALONG BEDDING
PLANES AND FRCTURES; FOSSILIFEROUS. LITTLE
EVIDENCE OF-SLUwTON ACTIVITY SINCE DEPOSITION OF FILL.

- r * trnstraS0 -

. 4o r r rl. 4.t = ,'o .- NC

UNIT 2 - CLAYEY SILT AND.SILTY CLAY "JOINT FILL"z
ittEtfIbfl-bttml; LAM INTIONS OF CLAYEY
SILT AND SILTY CLAY VEATIURS LITff YELLOWISH-
BROWN.

UINIT 3 -- SAXbSTONE5 WlEENISh.WtAY TO LIGHT AY;
FINE TO-MEDIUM GRAIN SAN LAMINATIONS,
WITH SOSHE -S ILT LItATIOKSt THIN BEDDEO: FROM 0O0 TO
4A SANDSTONE-tS CROSS-BEDDED. WEATHERS YEtLLWISH
BROWN ID-REDOISHuflOWN, SLIGHLY TO MDERATELY
WEATHERE . -

UNIT 4 -- TILL: RAYISHIRO 'TO YELLOWISH-ROII
IRTT TI U1T.* Et CiAtS R1WRID..TILL, UNSORTEO

SAND -GAVEL`.OCASIONAL COMSLE, WITH SILT, CLAY,
AND-iOlE FINE SAWN MlIX; OXIDIZED TO

YELLOIISH4RDUt WITH SWANGULMR LOCKY STRUCTUIME

FEET it 4_ TRECH CROSS -SEC

T-IIO 0

_ _ __ _ _ _
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+44 +46 +48 +50 +52 +64 485
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N
+44 + 46 +48 +50 +52 +54 +55
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_EXPLANATION
PoiiLOOR OF TRENCH

UNIT I - LIMESTONE: LIGHT CRAY; COARSE CRYSTALLINE1
--- _____ =OIU iUPg IIIIC BEDDED: WEATIIEPS YELLOWISH-

BROWN: FC8ERATELY WEATHERED ALONG JOtNTS. FRACTUII
____ ==__ ~~ AND BEDW tDI PLANES; FOSSILiFEROUS. SOLUTION WIDEI

.JOINTh.

UNtIT 2 - SILTY CLAY "JnINT FILL": GRfCMISH-GRAYs
51s.LY CLAV EIIH SOHE INCLUSIO5NS OF EX;REtLY
WEATHERED LItESTOHE FRAGMENTS. GaACATIORAL
WITH IIMIT 3.

4
UNIT 3 - CLAYEY SILT "JOINT FILL"; GREENISH-GRAY; CI

SILT WrI SOME FINE SAND, LAMINATEO:
FINE SAND LAMINATIONS WEATHER YELLOWMSH-BROWN.
SOME LARGE rTRtdt0LY WEATilERED LIMESTONE
I'JCLUSICNS; III SOME CASES, ONLY
A TAN RESIDUAL WITH ABUNOANT FOSSIL FRAGMENTS
REMAIN.

TRENCH CROSS - SECT10I
T-111

FIGURE 30
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EXPLANATION
NIlT I - LIMESTONE:- LIGHT CRAY, COARSE CRYSTALLINE;

wEDUMe TO-TRTM1 BEDDED, WEATHERS YELLOWISH-
BRQWNs NODERTELY WEATHERED ALONG BEDDING PLANES
FRACTURES AND JOINTS. TWO FILLED SOLUTION WIDI
JO INTS IRiERECT IN CENTER OF TR~bI SOME
FILL HATERIAL FOUND ALONG L11IESTONE fiEDDING
PLANES.

.UNIT 2 CtAYEY SILT "JOINT FILL": GREENISH-CRAY;
GLAETt SI1l AND 5ILliY U.AT WaITH SOME FINE SAND:
OCCASONAL WAWY LAMINAtTIONS PARALLEL TO ROCK
SURFACE. SOWE NcLUlSIONS Of EXTREMELY WEATHERED
LIMAESTONE FRAGMENTS.

UNIT 3 -GRAVEL:- YELLOWISH-8ROWN; DIRTY. *POORLY

M~EO CMU WITH SAuD IMTR IX.

UNIT 4 - TIL~t BROWN; SILT. FINE SAND, WITH SOME
icMY ANff'V Ac1AL ErRATics, UNORTED mIIVlRE
OF LGESS, REWORKED TILL,..-AID COLLUMNW.

TRENCH CROSS -SECT
NOR WI HWEST WALL

T-118

FIGURE 31 SHEET I OF
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EXPLANATION
UNIT 1 - LIMESTONE: LIGHT GRAY: COARSE CRYSTALLINE

MuUIUM TO IHIiv BEDDED, WEATHERS YELLOWISH-
BROWN: HDOERATELY WEATHEREO ALONG BEDDING PLANES
FRACTURES. AND JOINTS. TWO FILLED, SOLlTICTl WIDf
JOINTS INTERSECT IN CENTER Of TRENCH, SOME
FILL MATER1AL FOUND ALONG LIMESTONE BEDDING
PLANES.

UNIT 2 - CLAYEY SILT "JOINT FILL"s CREENISH-GftAY$
CLAYLY biLl AND ILIY CLAY WIs SOME FlI' SANO;
OCCASIONAL WAVY LAMINATIONS PARALLEL TO POCK
SURFACE. SOME INCLUSIONS OF EXTREMELY WEATHERED
LIMESTONE FRAGMENTS. WEDGE OF LAMINATED
SANDSTONE AND StLTSTOXE INCLUSION AT +13; GRAY
FINE GRAINED SAND AND SILTS WEATHERS YELLOWISH-
BROWN.

- t�_ __

. �_. - -. Z
-. = 7 __ -1 _x. . �_. . . - . :;r
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UNIT 3 - CRAVEL: YELLOWISH-BROWN; DI7%IY. POORLY
-- KILU CGRAYL WITH SAND MATRIX.

UNIT 4 - TILL: BROWN; SILT, FINL SAND. WITH SOME
--- AWYAN O 'LACIAL ERRATICS: UNSORTED MIXTURE
OF LOESS, REIORKED TILL, AND COLLUVIUM.
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EXPLANATIVON
UNIT. L- 1 V s_ iqE± LIGHT GRAY; COARSE CftYSTALLINE.

&ODIUfs TO5Y11tCK 8EDDED; WEATHERS YrLLOWISH-BRCWN:
MODERATELY-WVA EtO ALONG BEDDING PLAES, FRACTU
AN-JOIWTS, TOP M1-12 FEET IN 1-115 ANl U417 IS
NEOJUM-lAY SILY.AND-rSALIY LIKESTOE.

UNITi -2SHt1t LIGHT.GRAY;.SILTY StALEt THIN BEDDE
LTAHERSl-TU LIGHT .BRON AND YELLOW1SH1-BROWN

-EXTREMELY-WEATHERED. CALCAREOIS, WITH.SOME
ARGILLACOUS B0EDS.

UNIT 3 '--ItLL: BROW-7O Y WISH-lOWN:
F3UVSO:RElAl TLMA D L, RAVE, BOULDERS,
AND COBBLES WITH #4flRX- SI LT, SAD, AND
CLAY. CALCARVDUS; OXIDIZD.

UNIT 4; LACUSTRINE: GRAYISH-ORANGE; SILTS WITH
A1TSLAMATED LAKE SEDIMENTS.

'UNIT-. tl.Lt GRAYISH-flOWN TO DAK GRY;
u-LWinl"IAL, BRIVS .FRSH LIMSTOhZ BLOCKS,
BOARDIS TOPSOIL, eDCOIEtE ETC.

TRNCH CROSS - SE(
T-120
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-V EXPL'ANATION
- i~~i=bt 1 fr _. ts e ...en# . * reemr . *n z. e..
*.Wags -4 -:-A1%l;^luzgu~ 4.1~afllt Llbn w M ; alLiTt %ATILT,

L HSQt.tTftift CRAINCI. THINII EDK~
",LGRTY~fWIS;;W:4 MEMLTW~i IEEAD t

-CALREWDS IEDSJN iR BRAIARD SHALE; DISWNTIMUISLY
-, . PRESET-tOIAOWENC ASEL

* - Ult a :-iT:M CLAY- LIGT LGRAY WlHMUISH-GRM
= - C^alti4 K bAITtU CLAYS ARD -SILTS WINH OCCASIOWM

- - - ARILLACEDUS-ILTY lIITONE 'fRQCNTS: OCC0AS Al.
** - EAK TO 3 -1M BEDS: EXENELY WEATRED

* - -RILIRMTERAtA DERIVED FROM BRAINARO E .

-: - - . I T : YELLOW I sH-B : uNSOTD ImDRS, ES,
- - . 7R. WITH CLATY. 511T. AND SAND MTRIX- DOES

:.4tAPPEAR AWRED IN SOUTWEST EN OF TRENCH.
* -GRDATIOL ZOUR FROM j.2 3T 447 IN NORTKEAST

END TILL IS LIGHT BLUISH-tRAY; SILT-CLAY WITH
OCcS1NhL, ERTIC PEBBLES. COMESs. MuoSm, AN
-PESYLVAUIAMY CO`L FAACINT3: WEATHES LIGHT
-TELLWISP.BROWh; COARSE PRISMATI STRUCTAE.

UIIT A . LCURINE LIGHT BROWNs SILTS8 WItH SW
GaTaNt J ICS; LAMINATED IAXE
DES ITS.

Dt AR- G E K YELLWISH-SROb': WELL
-RA -ED COE GtAVEL, WITH ICI TO COARSt
CAkED SAO tLENSES. tCOISTS OF LOCALLY
DERIVED AND ERRATIC MATERIALS.
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WALL NE
+ 25 +20 +15 +'0 +5 0400

-- FLOOR OF TRENCH

EXPLANATION
UNIT I - LIMESTONE: LIGHT GRAY; COARSE CRYSTALLI

RLJi!' TOT IRTCK BEDDED; WEATHERS REDDISH-
BFOWlN, MODERATELY TO EXTREMELY WEATHERED
ALONG BEDDING PLANES AND FRACTURES. FROM
+35 TO +40 A HIGHLY FRACTURED ZONE (FAULT)
WAS OBSERVED; BROKEN BEDS DIPPED IN
VARIOUS DIRECTIONS AND AMOUNTS AND COULD
ONLY BE FOLLOWED 2-3 FEET. ZONE IS EXTREMELY
WEATHERED WITH SILTS. CLAY, AND WEATHERED
LIMESTONE FRAGMENTS SEPARATING BEDS.

UNIT 2 - TILL: YELLOWISH-BROWN: UhSCRTED,
MCAK5L ElIURED GRAVEL, COBBLED, AND SCULDERS,
WITH CLAY, SILT, AND SAND MATRIX; DOES
JOT APPEAR REWORKED, DISTORTED, OR OFF-SET
WHERE CROSSING FRACTURE ZONE.

E ET

TRENCH CROSS-SECTI1
T-202
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EXPLANATION
UNIT I - LIME'TONE: LIGHT CRAY; COARSE CRYSTALLINE,

MLDIUM TO THICK BEDDED; WEATHERS YELLOWISH-
BRfOWN; MDERATELY WEATHERED ALONG BEDDING PLANES,
FRACTURES, AND JOINTS IN UPPER 6 FEET: FOSS1LIFERO
SOME SECONDARY CALCITE ALONG BEDDING PLANES AND
FRACTURES.

UNIT 2 - SHALE: LIGHT GRAY; SILTY SHALE; THIN BEDDEC
1'iEATLRSER-IN EXTREMELY TO M0DERATELY
WEATHERED; CALCARZOUS.

UNIT 3 - 1 ILL: YELLOWIISH-BROWN; UNSORTED;
COAR~EEXTURED GRAVEL, CO2BLES, AND BOULDERS,
WITH CLAY, SILT AND SAND MATRIX. DOES
NOT APPEAR REWO&KED OR DISTORTED ALONG
FAULT.

UNIT 4 - FILL: DARK GRAY TO BLACK DEBRIS; GARBAGE
DUMP; CONSISTS OF BOTTLES, TIN CANS, BRICKS, ETC.

W--I

TRENCH CROSS -SECTI,
T-2034
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WlL, 4

EXPLANATION
UNIT 3 - LIMESTONE: LIGHT GRAY; OOARSE CRYSTALLINE;

MEDIUMTTO TIlCK tEDDED WEATHERS YELLOWISIEXBROEN;
MODERATELY TO 'XTREM£LY WATHERED; VERY FOSSILIFEROUS.

UNIT 2 - RESALTID: YELLOWISH-BROWN; SILTY CLAY HWIH
ABUNUANS Lo tCOANE FRAGMENTS AND ORDOWILTAN
FOSSILS; EXTREMELY WEATHERED RESIDUAL FROM
FORT ATKINSON9 LIMESTONE. LOWER 1 FOOT CONTAINS
M3RE LIMESTONE fRAGMENTS AND RESIDUAL EX181TS
REMNANT BEDDING.

UNtT 3 - SANOSTONEt LIITY GRAY: MEDIUM 1T COARSE
CIAI1t -bAND; THIN BEDDED, SOME MEDIUM DEDS;
WEATHERS YELLOW ISN-BROWN; t0DERATE TO EXTREMELY
WEAtHERED; HI CACEO US,

UNlT 4 - SAND: YELLOWISHf-BROWN TO REDDISH-BROWN;
WD1UHTOJW rARSE GRAINED SAND WlITH SOME SILT
AND TRACE CLAY. EXTREMELY WEATHERED SANDSTONE.

TRENCH CROvSS- SECT!
T -204
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LEGEND
UNIT 1 -TILL: DARK BROWN AND BROWNISH-YELLOW CLAY

MATRlX 7ITH 40% ROUNDED GRAVELS; POORLY SORTED,
WELL GRADED, OCCASIONAL ANGULAR AND SUB-ANGULA"
SANDSTONE SLABS; NEAR FAULT, SANDSTONE SLABS
ARE GENERALLY HORIZONTAL.

UNIT 2 - SANDSTONE: LIGHT GRAY WITH YELLOWISH-RED
LAMINAITIONS; FINE-MEDIUM GRAINED, MICACEOUS;
FRESH TO HODERATELY WEATHERED; DRAPES 300 SW FROM
IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF FAULT. IN IRREGULAR CONTACT
WITH TILL ABOVE AND LIMEStONE RUBBLE BELOW POTTS-
VILLE +6 -4.

UNIT 3 - LIMESTONE CLAY 'RUBBLE': LIGHT GRAY SILTY
fCLAY MAIRIX WITH ANGULAR iKGMENTS OF LIMESTONE
UP TO 3"; VERY CALCAREOUS; POORLY SORTED, POORLY
GRADED; LIMESTONE FRAGMENTS CONCENTRATED AT THE
SAME LEVELS IN THE WALLS AS THE STEPS OF THE
FLOOR. OCCASIONAL WEATHERED CHERT FRAGMENTS

UNIT 4 - LIMESTONE: LIGHT GRAY; COARSE CRYSTALLINE;
TRICK BEDDEDU IU MASSIVE: WEATHERS TO RED. COARSE
CRYSTALLINE OR COARSE GRAINED TEXTURE. IRREGULAR
BEDDING AND JOINT SURFACES COMPLICATED BY SOLUTION
ACTIVITY. AT +16, A 1.0-1.5' NEAR VERTICAL GRAY-
ISH-BROWN CLAY MATRIX WITH LIMESTONE FRAGMENTS TO
2" MORE CLAYEY THAN RUBBLE (JOINT FILL UR FAULT
GOUGE). IS BEDDING AND WEATHERING ARE TO IRREGU-
LAR TO TRACE ACROSS THIS ZONE; DISPLACEMENT IS
NOT DETECTABLE. FAULT IS CHARACTERIZED BY GOUGE
AND RUBBLE ONLY. WITH MINOR TRACE LIHONITE IN
BROWN CLAY.

I0a

TRENCH CROSS-SECT
AT-2

FIGURE I
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ROSE DIAGRAM OF RELATIVE JOINT
DIRECTIONS MEASURED IN TRENCHES

FIGURE 39
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APPENDIX A

PHOTOGRAPHS OF SELECTED FEATURES
FOUND IN TRENCHES

II



A-1

T-101: North wall; view, looking northwest: Joint fill material
from 1+27 to 1+37. The major solutioned joint is curvilinear
across the trench floor with a general trend of N650 W. The
north wall cuts the joint and fill material at about a
300 angle.
(See FIGURE 2.2 SHEET 1 of 3)

T-lOl: South wall; view, looking southeast: Joint fill material
from 1+50 to 1+57. Clayey silt-and silty clay (light greenis
gray) with some fine sand and occasional extremely weathered
limestone block (light yellowish-brown). A residue containin
abundant fossil fragments indicated the former presence ofsome limestone blocks (light yellowish-brown material
within greenish-gray fill).
(See FIGURE 22 SHEET 2 of 3 and 3 of 3)



A-2

T-1O1: Trench Floor from 1+20 to 1+271 view, looking southwest:
Solution widened joint filled with siltstone (light gray).
There is no apparent off-set across the joint. It is 4
to 6 inches wide, trends N640 E, and intersects the major
solution widened joint at the north wall at 1+27.
(See FIGURE 22 SHEET 1 of 3)



A-3

T-10O1: South wall at 1+42, 4 to 5 foot depths; view, looking
southwest: Contact between solutioned Fort Atkinson
Limestone surface and silty clay joint fill material. Navylaminations in the silty clay are parallel to the solutioned
surface. The material also fills solutioned bedding planes
and subsidiary fractures.
(See FIGURE 22 SHEET 3 of 3)

T-101: Floor of trench at~,l+47, 6 foot depth; view looking west:Two foot wide section of joint fill material showing laminated
silty clay and clayey silt (light greenish-gray) with inter-laminations and interbeds of fine grained sandstone (lightyellowish brown).
(See FIGURE 22 SHEET 2 of 3)



I

A-4

f
W-102t Nqorthwest wall at 0+20; view, looking northwest:

Laminated silty clay, silt, and fine sand joint fill
material. The soluition widened joint is 4.5 feet wide
at the trench floor and narrows at the top to 2 to 3
inches wide. The joint tre'id is N65'OW and is apparently
the same joint interesected in Trench T-101.

I (See FIGURE 23)



A-S

T-106: Southeast wall from 0+52 to 0+66; view, looking souths
Solution widened joint (Trend N15W) with silty clay and
clayey silt fill (greenish-gray) with Pennsylvanian cut-and-
fill sandstone (yellowish-brown) in the center of joint fill
material. Fort Atkinson limestone (gray) exposed in trench
floor arid in trench wall on left aide of fill. Pill material
was also found along limestone bedding planes. Sandstone and
fill material is overlain by a thin Pleistocene gravel lens,
and reworked Malden Till. (See FIGURE 26 SHEET 2 of 2)

T-106% Southeast wall from 0+56 to 0+6S; view,, looking southe~ast;
Close-up of center of above photo: Pennsylvanian sandstone
(yellowish-brown) cutting joint fill ntmterial (light greenish-
gray) overlain with thin gravel and till.
(See FIGURE 26 SHEET 2 of 2)



A-6

T-llOA; East wall from 0+20 to 0+28; view, looking southeast:Solution widened joint, filled with clayey silt and finegrained sandstone with some silt (light greenish-gray).Laminations and thin beds of sandstone dip to northwest.Solutioned limestone surface (light yellowish-brown andgray) can be seen at far right of photo.
(See FIGURE 27)

T-1lOA West wall from 0+4 to 0+12; view, looking west:Solution widened joint, filled- with clayey silt and somefine sand (light greenish-gray). Fort Atkinson limestoneis exposed on both right and left side of photo. The lime-stone and fill material is overlain with Malden Till.(See FIGURE 27)



S

T-11OA: East wall from 0+2 to 0+13; view, looking east: solution widened joint,
filled with clayey silt and some fine sand (light greenish-gray). Port
Atkinson limestone (light gray) exposed at far right and left of photo.
NOTE: the small solutioned joints in the limestone on left side of photo.
These joints are filled with 2 to 3 inches of silty clay and clayey silt.
The limestone and joint fill material is overlain with Malden till (light
brown).
(See FIG 27)
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APPENDIX B

REGIONAL STRUCTURAL PATTERN

The site structural patterns closely resemble

the regional structural patterns, although the site struc-

tures are of a much smaller magnitude. The development

of structures at the site probably occurred at the same

time as the development of the major structures in north-

eastern Illinois. The major regional structures immediately

surrounding the site area are shown on Figure B-l,

Structure On Top Of The Galena Group.

The northern part of the Illinois Basin underlies

the southwestern portion of the region. The long axis

of this elliptical basin strikes north-northwest and the

basin includes most of Illinois. One of the major structural

zones through the basin is the La Salle Anticlinal Belt

(Cady, 1920).

The La Salle Anticlinal Belt is a major structural

zone of asymmetrical en echelon folds that trends south-

southeasterly through the Illinois Basin from central

northern Illinois to extreme southeastern Illinois. The

folded zone is very broad at the northern end of the basin

and narrows to only a few miles wide at the southern end

where it plunges into the deepest part of the basin.

Within the northern two-thirds of the basin the belt separates



B-2

the shallow eastern shelf from the larger and deeper

western shelf. Steep dips occur on the. western flank

into the deeper part of the Illinois Basin, whereas rocks

on the eastern flank are nearly flat-lying.

Initial deformation along the La Salle Anticlinal

Belt began at the northern end in post-Mississippian, pre-

Pennsylvanian time. Deformation migrated progressively

southward with time during the Pennsylvanian (Payne, 1940,

p. 7; and Eardley, 1962, p. 45). Renewed activity occurred

after Pennsylvanian time, probably at the close of the

Paleozoic Era.

The Herscher Dome and the Herscher Northwest

Anticline are both asymmetrical, doubly-plunging anticlines

trending north-northwest. In describing the Herscher

Dome, Buschbach (1964, p. o3) states that "As in other

en echelon structures in the La Salle Anticlinal Belt,

the strata dip rather steeply on the western flank and

more gently on the eastern."

The Ashton Arch is an anticline that trends

west-northwest across northern Illinois from western Ken-

dall County to central Ogle County. Cambrian and Lower

Ordovician rocks are exposed at the surface along the trend

of the arch. The Ashton Arch is bounded on the north by

the Sandwich Fault Zone. The southwest flank of the arch

merges with the La Salle Anticlinal Belt and dips steeply



into the Illinois Basin. Structural relief on the south-

western side is approxiately 1900 feet, and the axiuM

relief on the northern side is approximately 900 feet

(Willman and Templeton, 1951, p. 121). Uplift along the

arch was at least post-Silurian and may have taken place

at about the same time that movement occurred along the

La Salle Anticlinal Belt in post-Mississippian, pre-

Pennsylvanian time, followed by additional lesser uplift

in post-Pennsylvanian time (Willman and Templeltom, 1951.

p. 123).

The Sandwich Fault Zone trends west-northwest

across northern Illinois to within 6 miles northeast of

the site. It is mapped on the surface and in subsurface

for nearly 90 miles. Numerous short faults near the north-

western end of the :,one are associated with it. The fault

zone is essentially vertical and forms the northern boundary

of the Ashton Arch. The northeastern block is downthrown

a maximum of 900 feet by the main fault (Templeton and

Willman, 1952). Bristol and Buschbach (1971, Fig. 3)

indicate more than 500 feet of vertical displacement in

the basement surface. The throw decreases toward the south-

eastern end of the 2one, and a scissors effect causes the

southwestern block along a subsidiary fault to be downthrown

a little more than a hundred feet (Bristol and Buschbach,
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1973, Plate 1). Movements along the Sandwich Fault Zone
are dated as post-Silurian, pre-Pleistoene. However,
major movements along the fault zone may have occurred
when the La Salle Anticlinal Belt was uplifted in post-
Mississippian, pre-Pennsylvanian time and lesser movements
again in Post-Pennsylvanian time (Willman and Templeton,
1951, p. 123).
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August 26, 1975

Mr. John Trapp
Dames and Moore
1550 Northwest Highway
Park Ridge, IL 60068

Attention Mr. Robert Aten

Dear John:

As a result of our visit to the GE Nuclear fuel reprocessing plant near
Morris, Illinois, on June li, 1975, Mike Sargent, Paul DuMontelle and I have
reviewed the geologic conditions there with particular reference to the age of the
faulting. The thoughts and discussion that follow are based principally on our
observations made during our June 11, 1975 visit, but also include significant data
and ideas furnished by Dr. H. D. Glass based on X-ray diffraction analyses of
samples collected, on subsequent discussion and samples provided by Bob Aten, and on
previous data and conmments by Dr. Tom Buschbach.

Our observations on and samples from the site were focused on several
new trenches excavated in hopes that relationships of materials exposed would provide
new insight into the age and sequence of the deposits, and the nature and age of the
faulting which has been documented at the site.

The following trenches were studied and sampled during our visit: T-120,
T-122, T-10l. T-llOA and Ij, and T-106. In addition, samples from and a description
of trench T-201 were subsequently provided by Bob Aten.

In general, the materials observed above those included vizh the bedrock
consist of 1) glac~il till and till-related deposits, 2) water-laid sandy silt, silt
and clayey silt deposited in a low energy lake or backwater environment and 3) thin
loess-like silt which discontinuously covers the area.

The glacial till observed and sampled in T-120, T-122, T-110A and also in
T-201 on the basis of texture and general appearance, would appear to b.e the Halden
Till Member of the Wedron Formation (Woodfordian Substage, Wisconsinan Stage). Since
the kill is thin, and directly overlies the various bedrock materials, it has locally
incorporated considerable amounts of these materials and therefore, takes some of
the mineralogical characteristics of the particulcar material incorporated. In T-120
and T-122, the till is highly illitic but also contains measurable kaolinite, probably
derived from Pennsylvanian sediments. No measurable 'Kaolinite was present in the
tills sampled from T-llO and T-201 and according to Dr. Class, these were more
relatable to some Brainard Shdle influence.
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Mr. John Trapp - 2 August 26, 1975

In the four trenches where till or till-like material was present (T-120.
T-122, T-110A, T-201), the till overlies formations of the Maquoketa Groupi. In T-l20,
which was excavated at right angles to and across the northwest-southeast treading
fault zone, the till, very cobbly and sandy up to six feet thick, directly overlies
the fault zone. Directly overlying the till are water-laid silts and clay silts up
to six feet thick which display uniform thin bedding. Both of these deposits Cross
the fault zone with no indication of disturbance of the beds or at the contact.
The cobbly, sandy till overlies Brainard Shale at the lower level of the trench
southwest of the fault and two trenches of Ft. Atkinson Limestone to the northeast.
The Brainard Shale appears to abut the limestone. This is the only trench where good
evidence of faulting was observed and is along a fault trace verified by drilling.

Since the overlying Pleistocene strata appeared undisturbed in T-120 Lad
the till is identified as the Malden Till Member of the Wedron Formation, deposited
approximately 15,000 to 17,000 years before present, no movement along the fault
has occurred since its deposition.

Bedrock materials observed in the trenches during the visit to the site

include the Ordovician Scales Shale, Ft. Atkinson Limestone, and Brainard Shale of
the Maquoketa Group, a light gray silty clay which fills solution channels in the
Ft. Atkinson, and a light gray; micaceous, silty, fine to medium-grained sandstone,

probably Pennsylvanian in age, present as narrow channel deposits.

The Ft. Atkinson Limestone is the most widespread surface bedrock unit
northeast of the principal northwest-southeast trending fault zone located just to

the southwest of the Main Progess Building, and is the upthrown block with about
40 feet of displacement shown by drilling. At the surface in this area is only a

few feet of modern soil and Pleistocene materials overlying the Ft. Atkinson. The

surface of the Ft. Atkinson is characterized by a weathered surface of thin slabs
of yellowish brown limestone up to four inches thick with many vertical fractures
and joints. It becomes somewhat more massive at three to four feet. The surface
is also characterized by what appears to be a system of solution channels e: to

six feet wide which contain a fill of light gray, silty clay locally containing
weathered blocks of limestone, e.g.. T-lOl.

Another feature of this surface are possible areas of glacial gouge where
sizeable areas of the Ft. Atkinson Limestone appear to have been removed by glacial
ice from the top of the Scales Shale and then filled with till which abuts the lime-

stone and rests on the shale. Trench T-122 appears to display an example of such a
feature. Close examination, however, indicated that the Scales extends underneath
the Ft. Atkinson.

The youngest pre-Pleistocene deposits observed are thin, shallow ch-anel

deposits of Liht gray, micaccous, fine to medium sandstone, wehich were obaarved to

cut across the gray, silty clay solution-channal fill in the Ft. Atkinson Limestone
in trench T-106.
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The precise temporal relationship between the gray, silty clay solution-
channel fill and the sandstone is not certain. However, the sandstone beinS
micaceous and containing good, authigenic kaolinite strongly suggests some Pennsyl-
vanian material, while the clay filling the solution channels has no significant
kaolinite, suggesting a pre-rennsylvanian age. The relationship of these deposits
to the faulting has not been clearly established as there has still not been found
an exposure of either deposit blanketing the fault zone.

The best interpretation places the age of the faulting in question as
pre-Pennsylvanian, but this is based on indirect evidence in other investigations.
Evidence in T-120 substantiates that no faulting has occurred since the deposition
of the Malden Till Member approximately 15,000 to 17,000 years before pr..;.ent.

As a broad overview, the location and orientation of the principal fault
zone established at the site and its relationship to the Sandwich Fault Zone only
six miles to the northeast, with a similar orientation, makes it difficult to argue
against a rather direct relationship between the two fault zones.

Very truly yours,

John P. 1;etmpton
Geolooist
Hydrogeology and Ceophysics Section
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